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Chapter I: Purpose of the dissertation

The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1980) (CISG) governs more than 70% of all international sales transactions. Sellers and buyers involved in international sales of goods will therefore likely become acquainted with the Convention sooner or later.

The purpose of this dissertation is to identify what risks the CISG involves for seller and to describe how he can allocate, reduce or eliminate these risks.

For this purpose I will make use of cases – judgments as well as arbitration awards – as they will hopefully give a better picture of what risks seller is exposed to in “the real life” than the wording of the CISG itself does. The internet provides numerous cases involving the Convention. I will only concentrate on the leading cases.

Entering into an international sales contract will, in many cases, involve negotiations between seller and buyer.¹ Often seller’s interest in minimising his risks will conflict with buyer’s interest in minimising his own risks. Thus seller cannot be sure that buyer will accept all conditions, including conditions on allocation of risks etc., set out by him. Depending on the relative strength between seller and buyer, the contract will more likely be a compromise between them. This dissertation hopefully gives seller some ideas on what he should try to agree on to minimize his risks as much as possible.

¹ Notwithstanding the increased use of standard contracts, it is still possible for the parties to amend or supply it by negotiation.
Chapter II: Background to the CISG

II.1: The international lex mercatoria

As a principal rule, seller and buyer in an international sales contract are free to choose the proper law, i.e. the law governing their contract. They can choose the legal system of a country or they can choose a system of rules unrelated to any country — often referred to as the international lex mercatoria. The international lex mercatoria has been defined as:\(^2\)

“The international lex mercatoria embodies the legal norms governing the activities of persons in international trade” and “the international lex mercatoria is the body of law governing the activities of the international merchant.”

Legal writers distinguish between the old and the new lex mercatoria.\(^3\) Generally, while the old lex mercatoria is based on practices and usages, the new lex mercatoria is embodied in codes/conventions resulting from compromises in international organisations.\(^4\)

For the merchants it is, of course, of importance to ascertain whether the rules embodied in the international lex mercatoria have legal force, i.e. whether they imply enforceable legal rights and obligations. Clive M. Schmitthoff states that the international lex mercatoria is legally justified by existing by leave and license of sovereign national states.\(^5\) Furthermore, the international lex mercatoria is, to a great extent, an expression of customary law.\(^6\)

The fact that the international lex mercatoria is regularly referred to by judges and arbitrators seems to me to be the strongest indication that the international lex mercatoria is recognised as having legal force. In Deutsche Schachtbau- und Tiefbohrgesellschaft v Ras al Khaimah National Oil Co\(^7\) the parties in the contract had not agreed on the proper law, but the arbitrator and later the Court of Appeal found that there was an implied choice of “in-

---

\(^2\) Hercules Booysen *International transactions and the international law merchant* 1st ed. (Pretoria: Interlegal, 1995) p. 3-4. There is, however, no unambiguous definition.


\(^4\) Felemegas ibid p. 139.


\(^6\) Booysen supra p. 11.

\(^7\) [1987] 2 All ER 769 (CA) p. 778-779.
ternationally accepted principles of law governing contractual relations” within the field of oil drilling.

By providing substantive legal rules unrelated to any country, the international lex mercatoria is neutral in relation to each party in an international sales contract. It is therefore appropriate to choose as the proper law in a situation where each part is unwilling to be subjected to the legal system in the other party’s country.

II.2: The CISG as international lex mercatoria

Booysen states that the CISG is one of the most important legal sources of the international lex mercatoria but also international commercial customs and general principles of law form part thereof. Furthermore the UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts can be regarded as international lex mercatoria.

If the parties in an international sales contract choose the international lex mercatoria as the proper law, it is argued that this automatically implies a choice of the CISG, unless the parties have expressly excluded the use of the Convention. The argument seems right where both parties live in countries where the CISG forms part of the domestic law (“contracting states”). It is, however, arguable whether the argument also applies where none of the states are contracting states. Therefore, if the parties want the CISG to be the proper law, it is recommended that they mention this expressly in their contract. If, on the other hand, the parties have chosen the CISG as the proper law, it cannot be concluded that they have thereby chosen the international lex mercatoria as proper law where the CISG does not apply. The proper law must here be found through the rules of private international law (PIL).

---

9 Booysen *International transactions and the international law merchant* supra p. 2.
10 Booysen *Principles of international trade law as a monistic system* supra p. 576.
11 In a judgment of 11 January 2005 an Italian District Court (Tribunale di Padova Sez. Este) held that reference to rules of supranational character, e.g. the international lex mercatoria, the UNIDROIT Principles or the CISG when the Convention is not per se applicable is not a regular choice of law clause. It is merely an incorporation of the rules into the contract to the effect that they will bind the parties only to the extent that they do not conflict with the mandatory rules of the proper domestic law. The judgment seems to pay too little attention to the parties’ autonomy in choosing the proper law. *Ostroznik Savo v. La Faraona soc. coop. a r.l.* available at [http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=1&do=case&id=1005&step=Abstract](http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=1&do=case&id=1005&step=Abstract) (accessed 27 April 2005).
II.3: History of the CISG

The history of the CISG goes back to the time after the First World War when the League of Nations founded UNIDROIT (the International Institute for the Unification of Private Law).


The drafting process for a new uniform code for international sales was long because it was difficult to persuade the different countries to sign on to it. Each country had their own rules and was not pleased to agree on other countries’ rules, but a lot of diplomatic cooperation resulted in 1980 in the CISG, which came into force the 1st January 1988.

Unlike the Hague Conventions of 1964, the CISG has become a success. Thus far 65 countries have signed on to it and 70 % or more of world trade is now governed by the Convention, mainly because the United States has joined it.

Chapter III: Application of the CISG

III.1: Applicable to individuals?

The CISG is a convention. Conventions are binding for states, not for individuals. The effect of conventions on individuals depends on the state bound by the conventions. Some states make conventions directly applicable to individuals, i.e. without incorporation in national law, while for individuals from other states, the application is conditional on the Convention’s incorporation in national law.

The CISG contains provisions directly applicable to contracts concluded by individuals. The Convention is “self-executing and capable of direct application to individual rela-

---

tions.” Whether the Convention is directly applicable to individuals through national law still depends on national law, i.e. whether conventions have to be incorporated in national law or not to be directly applicable to individuals. The parties are, however, still free to make the CISG a direct part of their contract or to make it the proper law.

III.2: Scope of the CISG
III.2.a: When does the CISG come into play?
According to CISG art 1(a) and (b), the Convention applies to international contracts on sale of goods between parties whose places of business are in different states when the states are contracting states, or when PIL rules lead to the application of the law of a contracting state.

The CISG does not define a place of business. Charl Hugo quotes John O. Honnold’s suggestion that it is “a permanent and regular place for the transacting of general business.” It does not have to be the main office, but there must be a real connection between the party and the place of business.

It is decisive whether the parties have their places of business in different states. Consequently, it is irrelevant whether the parties have same nationality or whether the conclusion and/or performance of the sales contract takes place in a non-contracting state.

It is easy to determine whether states are contracting states. Several websites provide information on this, e.g. www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/countries/cntries.html.

It is more difficult when it comes to the use of PIL. To find the proper law, it must first be decided which state’s PIL to apply; and if the PIL in a non-contracting state is to be applied and it leads to the law of a contracting state, then a court in the first state is not bound to use the CISG.

---

13 Booysen Principles of international trade law as a monistic system supra p. 595.
15 CISG art 10 deals with the situation where seller and/or buyer have more places of business. The relevant place of business in terms of CISG art 1 is the place of business with the closest relation to the contract and its performance.
16 Booysen Principles of international trade law as a monistic system supra p. 574.
PIL only applies in the absence of a choice of law clause. To avoid the mentioned difficulties, it is therefore advisable to agree on a choice of law clause in the sales contract.

The CISG also applies when the parties have chosen the CISG as the proper law. This is simply a consequence of the parties’ autonomy to contract. If the parties choose to incorporate a choice of law clause in their sales contract, making the CISG the proper law, and if the Convention is not applicable according to its art 1(1), they should have in mind Os-troznik Savo v. La Faraona soc. soop. a r.l. and be aware of the risk that the clause may not be considered a veritable choice of law clause.

As part of their autonomy, the parties may exclude the application of the CISG or, subject to certain limitations, derogate from or vary the effects of it.

III.2.b: Positive and negative delimitation

What contracts?

CISG art 1(1) provides that the Convention applies to contracts on “sale of goods”. It does not positively define “sale of goods”, but only gives a single example on what should be considered a sale. A more precise idea of the scope of the CISG can be achieved from the negative delimitation in art 2. From this provision it follows that the Convention applies to sales of moveable, tangible and corporeal things.

What content?

CISG art 4 provides a positive and a negative delimitation of what content in the sales contract the Convention governs. It governs the formation of the contract and the rights and obligations of seller and buyer arising from the contract. It does not govern the validity of the contract, its provisions or any usage. Neither is it concerned with the contract’s effect on property in the goods.

Finally, CISG art 5 states that the Convention does not apply to seller’s liability for death or personal injury caused by the goods.

---

17 Referred in fn. 11.
18 CISG art 6 read with art 12.
19 In terms of CISG article 3(1) contracts for the supply of goods to be manufactured or produced are deemed as sales unless the party who has ordered the goods undertakes to supply a substantial part of the materials necessary for the manufacture/production.
20 Booysen Principles of international trade law as a monistic system supra p. 577.
III.3: Law complementing the CISG

Even though the CISG (in terms of its art 1(1) or by express choice of the parties) is the proper law in a sales contract, the Convention cannot stand alone as proper law. The aspects of the contract that are not governed by the CISG, are governed either by usages or practices in terms of CISG art 9 or by national law found through a choice of law clause or PIL.

According to CISG art 9(2), the “parties are considered, unless otherwise agreed, to have impliedly made applicable to their contract or its formation a usage of which the parties knew or ought to have known and which in international trade is widely known to, and regularly observed by, parties to contracts of the type involved in the particular trade concerned.”. A usage as described prevails over the CISG as the proper law.

The wording of CISG art 9(2) (“…and which in international trade is widely known to…”) primarily points towards international usages, but also national and even local usages are encompassed if they fulfil the conditions set out in the provision.

It is acknowledged in theory as well as in practice that ICC’s Incoterms constitute usages as described in CISG art 9(2). Also the UNIDROIT Principles can be usages in terms of CISG art 9(2).

21 Cf. CISG art 4 and art 5.
22 By CISG art 9(1) the parties are bound by any agreed usage and by any practices established between them.
25 Booyse International Transactions and the international law merchant supra p 221. In contrary Indira Carr who states that Incoterms have to be specifically incorporated in the contract by the parties, Carr Principles of international trade 2nd ed. (London: Cavendish Publishing Limited, 1999) p 1. This book is, however, from 1999 and there are later decisions stating that the Incoterms are encompassed by CISG art 9(2).
27 In an arbitration award of October 1998, the ICC Court of Arbitration held that usages “are echoed by, among others, the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG) and
Chapter IV: Risks from outside sources/securing against them

IV.1: General comments

In all contracts – national as well as international – the principal rule is that the parties in the contract must carry out their obligations arising from the contract (“pacta sunt servanda”). This rule applies even though the circumstances on which the parties agreed subsequently change, becoming more burdensome for one or both of the parties to carry out the obligations.

All legal systems take into account situations of changed circumstances where the changes are not caused by the contract parties but by outside sources, but the conditions under which a party is excused from performance of his obligations vary from country to country. These variations can cause problems in international sales, e.g. if changed circumstances excuse seller from performance in his own country but not in buyer’s country.

CISG art 79 is an attempt to tackle the problems associated with changed circumstances in international sales contracts. The provision does not refer to similar domestic systems as “acts of God”, “force majeure”, “frustration” etc. and with the requirement of an “impediment”, it constitutes a system of its own with no connection to any national law. CISG art 79 thereby creates predictability in contracts governed by the Convention. In a judgment of 14 May 1993, a German District Court (Landgericht Aachen) held that either the parties or courts/arbitrators dealing with CISG art 79 should look at domestic systems when interpreting the provision.

30 Joern Rimke supra p. 198.
32 Liu supra.
CISG art 79 has not solved the problems regarding changed circumstances entirely and the parties therefore often agree on changed circumstances in their own terms.  

IV.2: CISG art 79

CISG art 79 constitutes an exemption from the principal rule that a party in breach of his contractual obligations is liable to the other party.

Art 79(1) requires four conditions to be fulfilled before a party who has failed to perform his obligations is excused from liability:

- the failure to perform any of his obligations is due to an impediment and
- the impediment is beyond his control and
- he could not reasonably be expected to have taken the impediment into account at the time of the conclusion of the contract and
- he could not reasonably have been expected to have avoided or overcome the impediment or its consequences

The failure to perform any of the party’s obligations must be due to an impediment. The “failure to perform” must be broadly interpreted. The non-performance can be total or partial, temporary or final.

Notwithstanding the clear wording, “any (my emphasising) of his obligations”, it has been discussed whether “failure to perform” encompasses failure to deliver goods in conformity with the contract, cf. CISG art 30 and 35. In a judgment of 24 March 1999, the German Federal Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof) said:

“…that it may remain undecided whether CISG Art. 79 encompasses all conceivable cases and forms of non-performance of contractual obligations creating a liability and is not limited to certain types of contractual violations and, therefore, includes the delivery of goods not in conformity with the contract defectiveness…”.

34 Joern Rimke supra p. 198.
35 Rimke supra p. 214. See also Liu, supra.
But later on the Court stated:

“In this respect (seller’s liability for his suppliers, my emphasising), the [CISG] does not distinguish between an untimely delivery and a delivery of goods not in conformity with the contract. For both breaches of contract the same standard of liability applies.”.

This statement supports that the delivery of non-conforming goods is encompassed by CISG art 79 and in his commentary on the judgment, Peter Schlechtriem says that the “prevailing view, not only in Germany, is that “a failure to perform any obligation” within the meaning of Art. 79(1) CISG includes the delivery of non-conforming goods.”. 38

To avoid uncertainty, seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating that “any of his obligations” in terms of CISG art 79 encompasses delivery of non-conforming goods.

“Any of his obligations” also encompasses obligations not described in the CISG, but in the contract.39

The CISG does not define an “impediment”. Whether an event constitutes an “impediment”, depends on the facts in every case.40 Anja Carlsen states that “impediment” covers both economic and physical difficulties and refers to the UNCITRAL discussions on the CISG.41 There are, however, different views on whether economic difficulties can be impediments excusing a party from performance.42

To avoid uncertainty, seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating that “impediment” in terms of CISG art 79 includes economic impediments. The provision should specify what economic difficulties can be impediments (e.g. price fluctuations), when economic difficulties amount to impediments (e.g. suppliers’ price increase on a cer-

38 Peter Schlechtriem ‘Commentary on CISG issues by the BGH’ in 50 years of the Bundesgerichtshof [Federal Supreme Court of Germany]: a celebration anthology form the academic community quoted in the editorial remarks to the judgment available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990324g1.html#uce (accessed 30 June 2005).
39 Liu supra.
40 Liu supra.
41 Anja Carlsen ‘Can the hardship provisions in the UNIDROTI Principles be applied when the CISG is the governing law?’ available at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/carlsen.html (accessed 22 June 2005)
42 Magnus supra p. 16 with references to different views.
taint per cent) and the consequences of the economic impediment (e.g. that seller will be relieved from his obligations).

Impediments occurring before as well as after the conclusion of the sales contract can excuse the parties from performance. In a number of cases however, it has been held that an impediment existing at the time of the conclusion of the contract was foreseeable for seller and thus did not excuse him from performance.

The failure to perform must “be due” to an impediment, i.e. the failure to perform must be a consequence of the impediment. In an arbitration award of 24 April 1996, the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry held that a seller was not excused from his obligation to deliver coal because of a strike, since he was already in default at the time of the strike.

The impediment must be beyond the party’s control, i.e. it must be beyond the party’s normal sphere of responsibility. Seller cannot escape the risks allocated to him in the sales contract by invoking CISG art 79.

In the judgment of 24 March 1999, the German Federal Supreme Court stated:

“The possibility of exemption under CISG Art.79 does not change the allocation of the contractual risk.

…

Because the seller has the risk of acquisition (as shown), he can only be excused under CISG Art. 79 (1) and (2) (...) if the defectiveness is due to circumstances out of his own control or out of each of his suppliers’ control.”

Seller is deemed to be in control over his business. Factors connected with this business are not impediments “beyond his control”.

---

44 See e.g. case referred to in fn. 45.
47 Reference in fn. 37.
48 Liu supra.
It is seller’s responsibility to deliver the goods he has sold. He “generally guarantees his financial capability to procure and produce the promised goods.” 49 Thus, increased costs by procuring or manufacturing the goods will not exempt seller from his obligation to deliver the goods. Ulrich Magnus argues that seller is only exempted if the goods are no longer available at the market or if the costs of manufacturing them will ruin him. 50

In few other incidents, however, seller may also be excused from his performance under CISG art 79. Chengwei Liu states that “where governmental regulations or the actions of governmental officials prevented a party’s performance, it may be deemed an impediment beyond the control” of that party. 51

Seller’s obligation to deliver the goods implies that he normally bears the risk for his suppliers. In an ICC arbitration of 1995, the arbitrator thus held: 52

“The [Seller] who has chosen the supplier to perform his contract with the [Buyer] must be held responsible for the behaviour of the latter. This follows from Article 79(2) of the Vienna Convention 1980 because the seller's responsibility for his supplier is an integral part of the general risk of supply of goods.”.

Seller is not liable for his suppliers if they are beyond his control and their failure to perform could “neither be contemplated nor cured” 53. This will only occur in very few cases “when the seller could neither choose nor control his auxiliary suppliers and it was not possible to procure, produce or repair the goods in any other manner.” 54

Seller can limit his liability for defaults from his suppliers in the sales contract with buyer.

It is seller’s responsibility to possess the financial capability to procure and produce the goods he has contracted for. In an arbitration award of 21 March 1996, the German Schiedsgericht der Handelskammer stated that difficulties in delivery due to seller’s or

---

49 Liu supra.
50 Magnus supra p. 15-16.
51 In an arbitration award of 22 January 1997 the Russian arbitrator held that buyer was exempted from his obligation of taking delivery in a case where the goods could not be imported because officials would not certify the safety of the goods. Case No. 155/1996 available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/970122r1.html#cx (accessed 23 August 2005).
53 Liu supra.
54 Liu supra.
seller’s suppliers’ financial problems do not constitute impediments “beyond...control” but belong to seller’s area of risk.\textsuperscript{55}

The third condition for exemption from liability is that the party could not reasonably be expected to have taken the impediment into account at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract. The impediment must have been \textit{unforeseeable} at that time.\textsuperscript{56}

The requirement that the impediment must be unforeseeable at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract, relates not only to the impediment itself but also to the date or period of its occurrence.\textsuperscript{57}

The impediment must be \textit{reasonably} unforeseeable. “The reference is thus the reasonable person,…, i.e., halfway between the inveterate pessimist who foresees all sorts of disasters and the resolute optimist who never anticipates the least misfortune”. \textsuperscript{58}

If seller at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract has foreseen the possibility of a potential impediment, he must incorporate in the contract a provision describing the consequences of the impediment if it occurs. If the contract does not (expressly or implicitly) show that the parties have foreseen the impediment at the time of the conclusion of the contract, it is for the courts and arbitrators to decide this and case law on CISG art 79 is numerous:

\textbf{Weather:}

If seller’s country at the same time every year experiences same kind of violent weather, e.g. typhoons, earthquakes etc., constituting an impediment for seller’s performance, this impediment is normally not regarded as unforeseeable. It can, however, be different if the weather condition occurs at abnormal times of the year. In a memorandum of 6 July 2004 the U.S. District Court gave an opinion on a situation where a Russian seller was hindered

\textsuperscript{55} Available at \url{http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=1&do=case&id=1958step=Abstract} (accessed 30 June 2005).

\textsuperscript{56} In the Secretariat Commentary, it is mentioned that all impediments are foreseeable in one degree or another because they have occurred in the past and can be expected to occur again in the future, see at n. 5 available at \url{http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/secomm/secomm-79.html} (accessed 22 June 2005). See also Bernhard Gomard & Hardy Rechnagel, ed., \textit{De Forenede Nationers Konvention om internationale køb} (København: Jurist- og Økonomiforbundets Forlag, 1999) p. 222.

\textsuperscript{57} Liu supra.

in delivering the goods to a German buyer due to heavy frost that prevented the ship from leaving the St. Petersburg Port. The Court stated that seller “presented evidence that the severity of the winter in 2002 and the early onset of the freezing of the port and its consequences were far from ordinary occurrences.” It continued:

“Whether it was foreseeable that such severe weather would occur and would stop even the icebreakers from working is a question of fact for the jury. In so holding, the Court notes that the freezing over of the upper Mississippi River has been the basis of a successful force majeure clause” and Defendants “force majeure affirmative defence may be viable…”

**Negative development in the market:**

Case law shows that courts and arbitrators are reluctant to excuse the parties from performance due to negative development in the market.

In an arbitration award of 12 February 1998, the Bulgarian Chamber of Commerce and Industry examined buyer’s allegation that a negative development in the market situation and revaluation of the currency for payment constituted an impediment under CISG art 79. The arbitrator held that these events were not impediments under CISG art 79 but buyer’s normal commercial risk. He stated that:

“The listed circumstances that caused the [buyer’s] desire to have delivery suspended do not correspond the requirements outlined in Article 79 of the CISG. [...]. Such consequences are not unexpected”.

In a judgment of 2 May 1995, a Belgian District Court (Rechtbank van Koophandel) held that fluctuations of prices are foreseeable events in international trade and do not render the performance impossible. It is to be regarded as a normal risk in commercial activities.

Ulrich Magnus states that if prices or currencies vary excessively there is a tendency that the party facing difficulties due to the variation can be excused from performance. “The
fluctuation, however, must be so radical that, in fact, it creates an economic barrier to performance. An increase or decrease up to 50 per cent in the price or value of currency will normally not suffice.”

Acts of public authorities:
If the act consists at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract, the parties are generally not excused from performance. In a judgment of 2 October 1998, from the Dutch Rechtbank’s-Hertogenbosch, a seller was not excused, notwithstanding Singaporean regulations made it impossible for him to perform. Seller was aware of the regulations before conclusion of the sales contract and it was his own risk to contract with buyer.

In the Bulgarian arbitration award of 24 April 1996, a public authority prohibition on exports in seller’s country did not excuse him from his obligation to deliver part of the goods as the prohibition was already in force at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract and thus foreseeable.

 Strikes and non-delivery from suppliers are normally foreseeable.

The fourth and last condition for exemption from liability is that the party could not reasonably have avoided or overcome the impediment or its consequences. The condition emphasises the principal rule of “pacta sunt servanda”. Even though seller is met with impediment(s) he has an obligation to avoid or overcome the impediment(s) in a way that can reasonably be expected from him, i.e. what is customary, or what similar individuals would do in a similar situation. Seller must find a “commercially reasonable substitute for the performance which was required under the contract”.

62 Ulrich Magnus supra p. 16. In a judgment of 14 January 1993, an Italian District Court (Tribunale Civile di Monza) held that a price increase at 30 per cent was not sufficient to invoke CISG art 79. Nuova Fucinati S.p.A. v. Fondmetal International A.B available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/930114i3.html#ta (accessed 30 June 2005). The judgment has been criticized as the judges applied the Italian standard of force majeure and not CISG’s standard of impediment, see Anja Carlsen supra.


64 Reference in fn. 45.

65 Joseph Lookofsky Internationale køb (København, Jurist- og Økonomiforbundets Forlag, 1985) p. 86.

66 Rimke supra p. 216.

67 Secretariat Commentary supra at n. 7.
CISG art 79(2) provides that if the party’s failure to perform is due to the failure by a third person whom he has engaged to perform the whole or a part of the contract, that party is exempt from liability only if:

- he is exempt under art 79(1) and
- the third person would be so exempt if art 79(1) were applied to him

This has been called a kind of “double force majeure”\(^ {68}\)

CISG art 79(2) does not define a “third person”. According to the Secretariat Commentary, “The third person must be someone who has been engaged to perform the whole or a part of the contract. It does not include suppliers of the goods or of raw materials to the seller.” \(^ {69}\) The supply is only a preliminary step in the process of manufacturing the goods and does not amount to “perform the whole or a part of the contract.” \(^ {70}\)

In the judgment of 24 March 1999,\(^ {71}\) the German Federal Supreme Court held that the failure of seller’s suppliers to deliver conforming goods to buyer did not excuse seller from performance:

“If the supplier’s (or suppliers’) breach of the contract is a general impediment within the meaning of CISG art 79 at all, it is generally an impediment that the seller must avoid or overcome according to the content of the contract of sale”.

Neither does CISG art 79(2) encompass seller’s employers. Ulrich Magnus refers to the prevailing view that only ‘subcontractors “who are involved in the performance of the contract by means of an “organic connection”’ are encompassed by art 79(2).\(^ {72}\)

In an arbitration award of 21 March 1996, the German Chamber of Commerce (Schiedsgericht der Handelskammer) held that a sub-contractor was encompassed by CISG art 79(2) but not a manufacturer or sub-supplier.\(^ {73}\)

\(^{68}\) Liu supra.
\(^{69}\) Secretariat Commentary supra at n. 12.
\(^{70}\) Bund supra p. 387.
\(^{71}\) Reference in fn. 37.
\(^{72}\) Ulrich Magnus supra. p. 20.
\(^{73}\) Available at [http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/960321g1.html#ct](http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/960321g1.html#ct) (accessed 23 August 2005).
In a judgment of 10 February 1999, a Swiss Commercial Court held that a carrier of the goods is not encompassed by CISG art 79 (2) if seller does not have an obligation to arrange for the carriage. If seller and buyer have agreed to ship the goods under the Incoterms CIF or CIP and seller therefore has the responsibility for sending the goods to buyer, the carrier of the goods would normally fall within the scope of art 79(2).

The cases show that courts and arbitrators are very strict when they interpret “third persons” in terms of CISG art 79(2). To avoid uncertainty seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating what third persons should be encompassed by the provision.

CISG art 79 only relieves the non-performing party from liability to pay damages to the other party. Thus, in a situation where seller is excused under art 79, buyer can claim specific performance, avoid the contract or claim price reduction or interest if the conditions for these remedies are fulfilled.

The CISG does not deal with liquidated damages. In the Secretariat Commentary it is mentioned that “It is a matter of domestic law not governed by this Convention as to whether the failure to perform exempts the non-performing party from paying a sum stipulated in the contract for liquid damages or as a penalty for non performance”.

If seller and buyer have agreed on a liquidated damages clause, seller can limit his liability by incorporating in the sales contract a provision stating that he is exempted from paying liquidated damages if CISG art 79 applies.

As described the CISG leaves more issues open for interpretation. In the sections below different boilerplates, whereby seller can limit his liability further, will be described. Among these, force majeure and hardship clauses are the most common and therefore will be discussed in more detail.

---

74 Ole Lando argues that this cannot be the intent with CISG art. 79, Lando ‘The CISG and the UNIDROIT Principles in a global commerce code, Remedies for non-performance’ in Mélanges offerts à Marcel Fontaine (Belgium: Larier, 2003) p. 471.
75 Secretariat Commentary supra at n. 9.
76 See chapter V.4.b.
IV.3: Different ways of securing

IV.3.a: Force majeure clause

Generally, force majeure occurs “when the performance of a contract is impossible due to unforeseeable events beyond the control of the parties”.\textsuperscript{77}

Almost every international business contract has a force majeure clause irrespective of what law governs the contract.\textsuperscript{78} According to Jennifer M. Bund a well-drafted force majeure clause that describes the extraordinary circumstances under which a party is excused from performance, increases predictability and provides more appropriate protection of the parties than CISG art 79.\textsuperscript{79}

Before drafting a force majeure clause, seller and buyer should consider whether CISG art 79 provides sufficient protection. This might be the case where the sale involves a single uncomplicated item, easy and quick to procure or manufacture for seller. If so, it is not necessary for a specific force majeure clause in the sales contract.

If seller and buyer agree to incorporate a force majeure clause in their sales contract, they should avoid the use of terms and wording from their respective national legal systems. Seller and buyer are very likely from different countries and different legal systems may have different interpretations of the same terms/wording.

When seller and buyer negotiate a force majeure clause, they can have resource to ICC’s document no. 421. The document is a standard force majeure clause that describes under which conditions the parties are excused from performance. The parties should not uncritically quote the ICC force majeure clause, but should take into account their specific needs and adapt the clause accordingly.\textsuperscript{80}

Generally, force majeure clauses must contain the following:\textsuperscript{81}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{77} Rimke supra p. 199.
\item \textsuperscript{78} Rimke supra p. 229-230.
\item \textsuperscript{79} Bund supra p. 404
\item \textsuperscript{81} Rimke supra p. 230-232. See also Bund supra p. 407.
\end{itemize}
**Definition of force majeure:**

A well-drafted contract includes an introductory list of definitions. The force majeure clause should include a catch-all definition. A classic definition of force majeure is given above. In international contracts there is a tendency to make the definition a little less strict than the classic definition.\(^{82}\) Thus in some definitions it is not required that the force majeure event makes it *impossible* to perform an obligation. It is sufficient that the event hinders the *normal* performance. Furthermore, it is not always required that the event was unforeseeable at the time of the conclusion of the contract.\(^ {83}\) In this way a force majeure clause is close to a hardship clause.

Jennifer M. Bund states that courts more likely give effect to force majeure clauses with a list of specific force majeure events than a clause merely containing a catch-all provision.\(^ {84}\) It is therefore recommended (and usual practise) to add a subsequent non-exhaustive list of events agreed by the parties to constitute force majeure. Examples of traditional force majeure events are tornadoes, lightning, floods, fires, earthquakes and unusually severe weather conditions.

Force majeure events have been extended in international contracts to include e.g. turmoil of a social nature.\(^ {85}\) A good example of this is the FIDIC Silverbook on Conditions of Contract for EPC/Turnkey Projects where the non-exhaustive list of examples includes war, hostilities, invasion, act of foreign enemies, rebellion, terrorism, revolution, insurrection, military or usurped power, civil war, riot, commotion, disorder and strike or lockout by persons other than the contractor’s personnel.\(^ {86}\) To emphasise the non-exhaustive nature of the listed examples the parties can use the following wording: “including, but not limited to…”.

In continuation of the non-exhaustive list of examples of force majeure events the parties can agree on a list with events excluded from being force majeure events.\(^ {87}\) From seller’s point of view it is appropriate to agree on exclusions for subsequent foreign exchange controls and buyer’s inability to obtain necessary financing, making it impossible for buyer to

\(^{82}\) Rimke supra p. 230.
\(^{83}\) Bund supra p. 405
\(^{84}\) Bund supra p. 407.
\(^{85}\) Rimke supra p. 231.
\(^{86}\) Even though this non-exhaustive list relates to engineering projects, it is obvious that a similar clause is applicable in international contracts on sales of goods.
\(^{87}\) Klotz supra p. 248-249 with example.
pay seller. This is buyer’s risk in a normal sales contract and therefore normally excluded from being an impediment in terms of CISG art 79(1), but an express exclusion will remove any doubt.

**Interpretation:**
Warranties will often coincide with a force majeure clause. If seller has warranted certain qualities of his goods, he will often be bound by this warranty even though a force majeure event makes it impossible for him to deliver the warranted goods. To limit his liability, seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating that “This warranty is subject to the force majeure clause.”

**Duty of the non-performing party to notify the other party:**  
The force majeure clause must describe what a party must do in order to invoke the clause. In most force majeure clauses it is required that the party who wants to invoke the clause must give notice to the other party that a force majeure event has occurred and what impact it has on his ability to perform.

The force majeure clause should expressly mention:

- the time limit for notice
- whether the notice should be written or it is sufficient with an oral notice
- whether the notice comes into effect at the party’s dispatch of it or at the other party’s receipt thereof.
- the consequences of failure to give notice
- when the duty to give notice arises

**Legal effect of a force majeure event:**  
The traditional effect of a force majeure event is the termination of the contract and the non-performing party’s exemption from paying damages to the other party. In international sales contracts the consequence of a force majeure event is not always termination of the contract. To promote the continuation of the sales contract, the legal effect can be:

---

88 Bund supra p. 409.  
89 Bund supra p. 406.  
90 Rimke supra p 232.
• **Suspension of performance during the force majeure event or extension of performance for a specific period:**

If performance is suspended during the force majeure event the clause must define exactly when both parties’ obligations revive. If performance is extended for a specific period this period should not be fixed with subjective phrases such as “reasonable time after…” 91 This can give rise to disputes on what is “reasonable” time. If the force majeure event is permanent or continues after the extended period for performance, the parties should be free to terminate the contract.

• **Renegotiation of the contract:**

Instead of terminating the contract, the force majeure clause can impose an obligation to renegotiate the contract. If the renegotiation should fail, the parties can agree that the further process should be before an arbitrator or be another kind of alternative dispute resolution.

**Interest:**

From seller’s point of view it is appropriate with a provision on buyer’s continued payment of interest if seller has delivered the goods but buyer is prevented from paying for the goods. 92 The time when interest starts to accrue and the interest rate should be mentioned.

**IV.3.b: Hardship clause**

Hardship clauses relate to “events that make contractual performance not impossible, but only more burdensome for one party, creating an “undue hardship” for this party. They deal with unforeseen circumstances that fundamentally change the contractual equilibrium.” 93

Hardship is also defined in UNIDROIT Principles art 6.2.2: “There is hardship where the occurrence of events fundamentally alters the equilibrium of the contract either because the cost of a party’s performance has increased or because the value of the performance a party receives has diminished…”

---

91 Klotz supra p. 251.
92 Klotz supra p. 250.
The CISG does not contain provisions on hardship. Especially in long term contracts the parties are therefore recommended to agree on a hardship clause.\textsuperscript{94} This is not an unusual clause. In fact, hardship clauses are among the most common contract adaptation clauses.\textsuperscript{95} A hardship clause aims at an adaptation of the contract to the changed circumstances - often after a renegotiation of the contract. Thereby a hardship clause is more flexible and less far reaching than a traditional force majeure clause that terminates the contract in case of a force majeure event. Often a contract contains both a force majeure and a hardship clause.\textsuperscript{96}

It is difficult to foresee the exact consequences of a hardship event. The hardship clause should therefore not describe an obligation to reach an agreement of a well-defined content. The clause should more appropriately give the party facing a hardship event the right to a renegotiation of the contract – either a renegotiation with the parties alone, or with help from a third party. If the parties do not reach an agreement, the clause should describe the consequences thereof, e.g. termination, arbitration etc.\textsuperscript{97}

A hardship clause must describe the procedure to be followed when a hardship event requires adaptation of the contract.

If the adaptation involves increased costs, the hardship clause should allocate these costs.

If the parties have not agreed on a hardship clause, the question arises whether the CISG has an implied hardship clause.

It is acknowledged in theory\textsuperscript{98} as well as in practice\textsuperscript{99} that the UNIDROIT Principles serve as means of interpreting the CISG. Anja Carlsen argues, however, that the hardship provisions in the UNIDROIT Principles should not be applied in a gap-filling manner when the

\textsuperscript{94} In a judgment of 12 June 2001 a French Court of Appeal (Cour d’Appel de Colmar) held that is was up to the buyer, “who was aware of entering into a long-term business relationship, to provide for mechanisms of renegotiation for the case of changes of circumstances (i.e. by including a hardship clause in the contract)”, available at www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=1&do=case&id=814&step=Abstract (accessed 30 June 2005).
\textsuperscript{95} Frick supra p. 177.
\textsuperscript{96} Frick supra p. 178.
\textsuperscript{97} Frick supra p. 180.
CISG is the proper law.\textsuperscript{100} She refers to the preparation for the CISG in UNCITRAL and the Diplomatic Conference where it was suggested that the CISG should contain a provision on hardship. The proposal was rejected because the draftsmen felt it would have too big an impact on the parties’ obligations arising from the contract. Anja Carlsen concludes that “The rejection of a hardship provision indicates the CISG never intended that hardship should exist side by side with Article 79.”\textsuperscript{101}

Joern Rimke also concludes that the drafting process of CISG art 79 excludes the existence of an implied hardship provision in the Convention. He further argues that CISG art 79 is exhaustive in its setting limits of the seller’s and buyer’s responsibility for non-performance.\textsuperscript{102}

In \textit{Nuova Fucinati S.p.A. v. Fondmetall Int} \textsuperscript{103} the Court held:

“…even if CISG applied, the seller could not rely on hardship as a ground for avoidance since CISG did not contemplate such a remedy in Art. 79 or elsewhere.”

If the parties agree on a hardship clause in their sales contract, they can choose to incorporate the UNIDROIT Principles on hardship in their contract. Art 6.2.2 provides a definition of hardship and art 6.2.3 describes the effect of hardship. In terms of art 6.2.3(1), the disadvantaged party is entitled to request renegotiations. The request, however, does not in itself entitle him to withhold performance.\textsuperscript{104} If the parties cannot agree on an adaptation of the contract, either of the parties may ask the court to terminate the contract or adapt the contract with a view of “restoring its equilibrium”.\textsuperscript{105}

The parties can also choose to draft their own hardship clause in their contract.\textsuperscript{106} A hardship clause consists of two main parts.\textsuperscript{107}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{100} Carlsen supra.
\textsuperscript{101} Carlsen supra.
\textsuperscript{102} Rimke supra p. 220.
\textsuperscript{103} Reference in fn. 62.
\textsuperscript{104} UNIDROIT Principles art. 6.2.3(2)
\textsuperscript{105} UNIDROIT Principles art 6.2.3(4).
\textsuperscript{106} Drafting guidelines can be found in the section on force majeure clauses, IV.3.a.
\textsuperscript{107} Rimke supra p. 228.
\end{flushleft}
**Definition of “hardship”:**

Important elements of “hardship” are that the circumstances at the time of the conclusion of the sales contract have changed in a serious and substantial way beyond the control of either party. Furthermore the changes must be entirely unforeseeable by the parties.

The definition must describe the consequences of the changed circumstances. It is recommended that the changed circumstances have made it “much more burdensome” for the party to fulfil its obligations under the contract. Subjective wording such as that the contract has become “unfair” to the party etc. should be avoided, as it may give rise to disputes on the interpreting of the standard.\(^{108}\)

As in a force majeure clause, it is recommended “to use broad wording, give a list of specific circumstances as examples, and insert the excluded circumstances.”\(^{109}\)

**Legal effect of a hardship event:**

As opposed to the traditional force majeure clauses, hardship clauses do not provide for the termination of the contract, but for the adaptation of the contract to the changed circumstances.

The parties can set out the criteria for the adaptation of the contract, e.g. “to restore the equilibrium between the parties as it was at the time of the conclusion of the contract.”\(^{110}\)

The hardship clause should describe the consequences if seller and buyer cannot agree on the adaptation of the contract, e.g. termination of the contract or adaptation of the contract decided by a neutral third party.

In international sales contracts where the traditional force majeure definition is “softened” a little, Joern Rimke suggests that the parties only agree on one clause covering the situation of changed circumstances.\(^{111}\)

I cannot see the advantage of only one clause compared to a sales contract including a force majeure clause *and* a hardship clause. A good draftsman should be able to provide

---

\(^{108}\) Rimke supra p. 229.

\(^{109}\) Rimke supra p. 229

\(^{110}\) Rimke supra p. 229

\(^{111}\) Rimke supra p. 243.
specific wording in both clauses and to emphasise the difference between force majeure and hardship.

The following clauses will only be described briefly. The aim is to give seller an idea of the broad spectrum of different boilerplates that can be used in international sales contracts.\textsuperscript{112}

**IV.3.c: Variation and Change Order**

A Variation and Change Order gives one party the right to unilaterally adapt the contract to changed circumstances. The clause must describe what circumstances will give the right to adapt the contract and should be accompanied by a clause allocating additional costs caused by the adaptations.

**IV.3.d: Automatic Adaptation clause**

The clause relates to an objective standard and provides for adaptation of the contract when changes in this standard occur.

If seller and buyer agree on a General Review and Renegotiation clause,\textsuperscript{113} it is not necessary to agree on an Automatic Adaptation clause too.

Seller should incorporate a clause providing that, if the changes increase the costs for the work to seller, the contract price will be increased with a specified amount. Seller should be prepared that buyer, on the other hand, will claim a clause providing that the contract price be decreased if the changes decrease the costs.

**IV.3.e: General review and renegotiation clause**

The clause puts the parties under an obligation to negotiate in good faith, should the contract need any adjustment. There is no obligation to achieve a specific result. The clause merely outlines the procedure to be followed when renegotiating.

**IV.3.f: Special Risk clause**

Contrary to the hardship clause the Special Risk clause describes specific triggering events. The clause allocates the risk of the triggering event to one of the parties in a predetermined

\textsuperscript{112} The clauses are all found in Frick, supra. Even though most of the clauses are described in relation to engineering contracts, there seem to be no obstacles for the use of the clauses in sales contracts.

\textsuperscript{113} Chapter IV.3.e.
way. The consequence of a Special Risk event is the continuation of the sales contract and not the termination thereof. The special triggering events, as well as the risk allocation, must be well defined in the contract.

Chapter V: Risks from defaults from seller himself/securing against them

V.1: General comments

When examining the risks from defaults from seller himself, a natural starting point is CISG art 30, summarizing seller’s key obligations. It is by failing these obligations that seller faces risks from his own side. According to CISG art 30 “seller must deliver the goods, hand over any documents relating to them and transfer the property in the goods, as required by the contract and the convention”. The obligations are subsequently described in detail in articles 32 – 44. In this chapter I will concentrate on seller’s obligation to deliver goods conforming to the contract.

V.2: CISG art 31 - delivery

CISG art 31 describes seller’s obligation to deliver the goods - how to deliver and the place of delivery. The time of delivery is described in CISG art 33.

The introduction to CISG art 31 emphasises the parties’ freedom to contract – their party autonomy:114 the provision only applies if the parties have not agreed otherwise. The place of delivery is a key issue in international sales contracts and the parties will often have agreed on this. Therefore CISG art 31 will not come into play often.115

CISG art 31 distinguishes between sales contracts involving carriage of goods (art 31(a)) and contracts not involving carriage of goods (art 31(b)+(c)). Generally, in contracts involving carriage, seller has an obligation to arrange for the carriage and in contracts not involving carriage, buyer has an obligation to collect the goods.116 In most international sales the contract involves carriage of the goods and I will therefore only examine CISG art 31(a) here.117

---

117 Generally, when a provision in the CISG governs both contracts involving carriage and contracts not involving carriage, I will only examine the provision in relation to contracts involving carriage.
A sales contract involves carriage of the goods if the parties have agreed on this. The CISG itself does not impose on seller a duty to arrange for carriage.\textsuperscript{118} In international sales, however, the distance between the parties will often indicate that the contract involves carriage.\textsuperscript{119} If seller does not wish to arrange for the carriage, this must appear in the contract – either by a specific provision or by referring to an appropriate Incoterm that places the obligation on buyer (FCA, FAS, FOB).

If the sales contract involves carriage of the goods, seller’s obligation to deliver consists in handing the goods over to the first carrier for transmission to the buyer. Seller only has to take the steps necessary to ensure that buyer is enabled to obtain possession of the goods. He does not have to ensure that buyer obtains actual physical possession. Therefore, carriage is “the transportation of the goods which the seller must arrange in order to enable the buyer to take them over”\textsuperscript{120}.

If the goods have to be packed in order to be sent by seller, seller’s obligation to deliver is extended to an obligation to pack the goods in a sufficient manner.\textsuperscript{121} He must ensure “to present its cargo to the carrier for loading, packed and prepared in a manner reasonably suited to surviving the carriage with no more than the most minor damage under normal conditions of care and carriage.”\textsuperscript{122}

Seller’s obligation is the “handing…over” of the goods to the first carrier. Seller has handed over the goods when “the carrier obtains physical custody of them for the purposes of carriage.”\textsuperscript{123} Seller remains responsible for the goods until the carrier has taken possession of them.\textsuperscript{124} Seller’s preparing the goods for dispatch does not constitute “handing…over” in terms of CISG art 31(a)\textsuperscript{125}

\textsuperscript{118} Huber supra p. 226.
\textsuperscript{119} Huber supra p. 226. See also John O. Honnold \textit{Uniform Law for International Sales} 3\textsuperscript{rd} ed. (The Hague: Kluwer Law International 1999) p. [239].
\textsuperscript{120} Huber supra p. 225.
\textsuperscript{121} Huber supra p. 232.
\textsuperscript{122} John Hare \textit{Shipping law and admiralty jurisdiction in South Africa} 1\textsuperscript{st} ed. (South Africa: Juta & co, Ltd, 1999) p. 636. The standard is described in relation to the Carriage Of Goods at Sea Act but seems to be applicable irrespective of how the carriage is governed.
\textsuperscript{123} Huber supra p. 229.
\textsuperscript{125} Huber supra p. 229
If seller has undertaken to deliver the goods to buyer himself, he is not a “carrier” and he does not carry out his obligation to “hand…over” in terms of CISG art 31(a) as long the goods are in his control.\footnote{126}{Huber supra p. 225.}

The CISG does not have any rules on where seller must hand over the goods to the first carrier and seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision for the place of handing over the goods.

Seller must hand the goods over to “the first carrier”. Only carriage arranged with a carrier constitutes “carriage” in terms of CISG art 31(a). A carrier must be an “independent contractor entrusted the transportation.”\footnote{127}{Huber supra p. 225.} In a judgment of 19 August 2003, the Swiss Appellate Court (Tribunal cantonal) thus held:\footnote{128}{No. C1 03 100 available at \url{http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/030819s1.html#cx} (accessed 11 July 2005.).}

“The carrier must not be dependent on the seller (i.e., must be independent) for this article to apply (…).”

If seller has undertaken to carry out the carriage himself, delivery first takes place “when he hands the goods over to the buyer at the destination”.\footnote{129}{Huber supra p. 227.} The carrier must also be independent of buyer.\footnote{130}{Bernstein and Lookofsky supra p. 73. See also Liu supra.}

When seller has handed the goods over to the first carrier, delivery has taken place and risk of the goods is transferred to buyer.\footnote{131}{CISG art 67(1).} Seller is therefore relieved of liability from acts and omissions by the carrier and the consequences thereof, e.g. delayed arrival of the goods.\footnote{132}{Judgment of 10 February 1999 from the Swiss Comm. Court, Case No. HG 970238.1 available at \url{http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990210s1.html#ex} (accessed 12 September 2005.).}

If seller dispatches the goods to an incorrect destination, he is theoretically in breach of his obligation to deliver the goods according to CISG art 31(a). If buyer never receives the goods, seller has not delivered the goods accordingly. If buyer accepts the goods, notwithstanding the incorrect destination, seller has delivered accordingly but may be liable for damages.\footnote{133}{Huber supra p. 233-234.}
If seller delivers non-conforming goods, aliuds (goods other than contracted for) or if the packaging is defective, these breaches of contract are all regarded as non-conforming goods in terms of CISG art 35 and do not affect that delivery has taken place.\textsuperscript{134}

CISG art 31(a) is only applicable if the parties have not agreed otherwise. ICC’s Incoterms are often used in sales contracts involving carriage of goods. The Incoterms provide a set of international rules on interpretation of the most used trade terms in international trade.\textsuperscript{135} Each of the present 13 Incoterms 2000 gives rules on ten matters in connection with delivery that must be agreed on in sales contracts, e.g. provision of the goods and payment of the price, licenses, authorisations and formalities and contract of carriage and insurance.

Some of the Incoterms correspond to CISG art 31 with regard to place and method of delivery and these Incoterms therefore do not amend art 31, but merely supplement it in describing how delivery takes place.

Other Incoterms are different from CISG art 31 in contemplating another place of delivery, e.g. by providing that delivery takes place when the goods pass the ship’s rail. If these Incoterms constitute usages or agreed terms, they prevail over the CISG.

If the parties want Incoterms to be part of their sales contract and the Incoterms do not constitute usages in terms of CISG art 9(2), the parties must make the agreed Incoterm a part of their sales contract. The 3-digit code alone is insufficient to establish any agreement.\textsuperscript{136} The parties must link the code to the applicable Incoterms (2000) and specify place of delivery or destination. This is of special importance because the American Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) also operates with codes similar to Incoterms, but with a slightly different meaning.\textsuperscript{137} This specification should be linked to the price. If the parties want to vary an Incoterm it must be spelled out unambiguously.

\textsuperscript{134} Huber supra pp. 231-232.
\textsuperscript{135} Maria Livanos Cattaui in a foreword to ICC’s Incoterms 2000.
When the parties refer to Incoterms, it is important to define the time when delivery takes place, as this is the time where risk of accidental loss of or damage to the goods is transferred from seller to buyer, cf. Incoterms A4 read with A5.

CISG art 32(2) supplements art 31(a) by specifying seller’s obligations when he is bound to arrange for carriage.

V.3: CISG art 32(2) - contracts necessary for carriage

CISG art 32 provides that seller (if he is bound to arrange for carriage of the goods) must make the necessary contracts for carriage of the goods to the fixed place. If the sales contract includes carriage, cf. CISG art 31(a), seller is bound to arrange for carriage unless the parties have agreed otherwise, e.g. by Incoterms FCA, FAS or FOB or are bound by usage, cf. CISG art 9(2). If seller does not arrange for a contract of carriage, he is in breach of his key obligation to deliver the goods.

The CISG does not have provisions on which party should bear the costs for the carriage. Seller should ensure that the sales contract allocates these costs – either by a specific provision or by referring to an appropriate Incoterm (A3 and B3 allocates these costs). If nothing is agreed the costs will be imposed on the party having the obligation to arrange for carriage.

Neither does the CISG have provisions on which party should bear export licenses and taxes. Seller should ensure that the sales contract allocates these costs – either by a specific provision or by referring to an appropriate Incoterm (A2 and B2 allocates these costs). Honnold states that CISG art 31 can be useful “in allocating responsibility for matters such as export licenses and export taxes” even though the provision is less “clear-cut” than an express provision in the contract”. According to Honnold, buyer has a responsibility to arrange for the export if buyer has an obligation to collect the goods at seller’s place of business.

---

138 Huber supra p. 256.
139 Honnold supra p. [243].
The parties must remember to incorporate in their sales contract a provision on the “fixed place” in terms of CISG art 32(2). If the contract is silent, there is an assumption that the fixed place is buyer’s place of business.140

The parties are free to include in their sales contract provisions on the type of vehicle and transportation route. Where the contract is silent, seller must make the contracts for carriage “by means of transportation appropriate in the circumstances and according to the usual terms for such transportation”, cf. CISG art 32(2).

In a judgment of 20 February 1997 a Swiss District Court (Bezirksgericht) held141:

“Thereby, a seller has to choose such a means of transportation as appears appropriate in the specific circumstances and necessary to the general terms for such transportation.

…

Hence, the choice of the mode of transportation was in the [seller]’s own discretion.”

Appropriate means of transportation relate both to the kind of vehicle and to the route.142 Seller should, among other things, take into consideration the distance from the place of delivery to the destination and on basis of this decide the appropriate kind of vehicle.143

“Usual terms” relate to both price and liability.144 Seller is bound by fixed transportation rates. If there are no fixed rates, he must find the most reasonable price by comparing prices and carrier’s reliability. A very cheap price may indicate that the carrier has limited his liability to a great extent.

CISG art 32(3) deals with insurance of the goods during the carriage. Chapter VIII examines what types of insurance are relevant to seller.

140 Huber supra p. 257.
142 Huber supra p. 257.
143 In a judgment of 18 July 2001 a Chinese court found that maritime transportation was obviously not a proper means as seller should have known the distance of transport. Available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/010718c1.html#ix (accessed 11 July 2005).
144 See Huber supra p. 257.
V.4:  *Timely delivery*
V.4.a: CISG art 33

In terms of CISG art 33(a) and (b), seller must deliver the goods on the date or within the period fixed or determinable from the contract. If the parties have not agreed on the time of delivery, seller must deliver the goods “within a reasonable time after the conclusion of the contract”, art 33(c). Art 33(c) needs some comments in relation to the requirement “reasonable”.

When determining what is “within a reasonable time” one should look not only at the facts in the individual case, but also at similar cases and fairness. First of all the standard must be determined pursuant to the parties’ statements. In a judgment of 27 April 1999, a German Appellate Court (Oberlandesgericht) held that notwithstanding buyer’s indications on time of delivery had not become a term of the sales contract, they had to be taken into account in determining the reasonable time of delivery.

Delivery is “within a reasonable time” if it is within “acceptable commercial conduct” in the case. From seller’s point of view, the standard necessarily varies depending on whether he has the goods in stock or has to manufacture them or procure them from a third party. It is, however, important to emphasise that a look should not only be had at seller’s interest but at the interest of both parties. Delivery “within a reasonable time” can be immediate delivery, e.g. if it is obvious that buyer has an urgent need for the goods. However, a clause requiring delivery “as soon as possible” does not necessarily mean that delivery “within a reasonable time” is immediately after the conclusion of the contract.

If seller fails to perform his obligation of timely delivery, buyer may claim damages as provided in CISG art 74 to 77, cf. CISG art 45(b). Buyer’s right to claim damages is not dependent on seller’s fault. Even though a delayed delivery is caused by defaults from seller’s supplier(s) buyer may claim damages.

---

145 Huber supra p. 266.
146 9 U 146/98 available at [http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990427g1.html#cx](http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/990427g1.html#cx) (accessed 15 July 2003).
149 Huber supra p. 267.
To limit his liability, seller can include a liquidated damages clause in the sales contract with buyer. If seller is dependent on procuring the goods from a supplier, seller can also include a liquidated damages clause in his contract with the supplier.

V.4.b: **Liquidated damages clause** ¹⁵¹

If seller and buyer have agreed on a liquidated damages clause and seller fails to perform his obligation of timely delivery of the goods, seller immediately begins to owe buyer according to the clause, typically an agreed amount per week or per month, until he makes the necessary corrections. Seller’s advantage is that the clause reduces his possible loss. Buyer cannot claim other damages as a result of the delay and a well-written clause will also put a ceiling on the damages.

If seller has agreed on a liquidated damages clause in his contract with a supplier, seller’s advantage is that he should only prove that his supplier has not delivered at the agreed time. Seller does not have to prove any fault by the supplier. Furthermore, seller does not have to prove an economic loss.

When calculating the liquidated damages, the parties must make a fair and genuine pre-estimate of buyer’s loss if seller fails to perform his obligation of timely delivery of the goods. The parties must agree that it is a fair and genuine pre-estimate. Hanna Gadsby describes the legal principle of liquidated damages as: ”Damages for breach by either party may be liquidated in the agreement but only at an amount that is reasonable in the light of the anticipated or actual loss caused by the breach and the difficulties of proof of loss.”. ¹⁵²

Especially where seller deals with suppliers in England or some American states, seller should be careful not to agree to too big liquidated damages. If the liquidated damages do not look like a genuine pre-estimate of the loss, but rather a penalty clause to “terrorize” the supplier to finish, then English law does not allow seller to claim the penalty. Sellers dealing in England should therefore keep documentation for the calculation of liquid damages. The purpose of liquidated damages should be compensatory only. ¹⁵³

¹⁵¹ My research on liquidated damages clauses is from engineering contracts but it is difficult to see why the clauses should not have the same effect in international sales contracts.


¹⁵³ Hanna Gadsby supra. Examples of liquidated damages clauses are found in the FIDIC Silverbook clause 8.7 and in Johan Schiller’s unpublished article ‘Law in practice: risk exposure in international sales’ p. VII.1.
V.5: Delivery of conforming goods

V.5.a: CISG art 35

It cannot come as a surprise that seller must deliver goods required by the contract, cf. CISG art 35(1). The provision “really only states the obvious” and clarifies how the goods should conform to the contract.

CISG art 35(1) is concerned with seller’s express obligations according to the contract. Seller must deliver the quantity of goods required by the contract. Thus delivery of less or more than required by the contract constitutes delivery of non-conforming goods.

Seller must deliver goods of the quality and description required by the contract. Delivery of a different kind of goods (aliud pro alio) constitutes non-conforming goods and not late delivery of the goods originally contracted for.

Finally, seller must deliver goods, which are contained or packaged in the manner required by the contract.

CISG art 35(2) is concerned with seller’s implied obligations and applies if the parties have not agreed otherwise. The provision describes what the parties should normally expressly agree on in their contract.

According to CISG art 32(2)(a), seller must deliver goods “fit for the purposes for which goods of the same description would ordinarily (my emphasising) be used”. This means that the goods must be fit for commercial purpose, i.e. resale. In a judgment of 2 March 2005, the German Federal Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof) decided upon a case where the authorities in Germany (buyer’s country) issued an ordinance in which pork meat from

---

155 Seller’s implied obligations are dealt with in CISG art 35(2). The distinction between express and implied obligations is seen in Bernstein and Lookofsky supra p. 83.
157 Honnold supra p. [252].
158 Schwenzer in Peter Schlechtriem Commentary on the UN Convention on Contracts for International Sales of Goods (CISG) supra p. 279. See also Bernstein and Lookofsky supra p. 83.
Belgium (seller’s country) was declared to be unmarketable, insofar as no certificate was presented declaring the meat free of contaminants. The Court held:\textsuperscript{159}

“If the parties have not agreed otherwise, the goods only conform with the contract if they are fit for the purpose for which goods of the same description would ordinarily be used (Art. 35(2)(a) CISG). In international wholesale and intermediate trade, an important part of being fit for the purposes of ordinary use is resalability (tradeability)...”

When international standards apply to the goods, seller must make sure that the goods are in conformity with these standards. Uncertainty arises where standards in seller’s country are different from standards in buyer’s country. Seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating what standard applies. If the contract is silent on this issue, the situation depends upon the circumstances in each case. However, Schwenzer sets out some guidelines:\textsuperscript{160}

Seller is not supposed to possess knowledge of statutory requirements in buyer’s country unless he has knowledge of these requirements, e.g. from previous business relations with buyer or if buyer has made the requirements clear to seller.\textsuperscript{161} Thus seller has normally fulfilled his obligation to deliver conforming goods if they comply with the requirement in his own country. In the judgment of 2 March 2005\textsuperscript{162}, the German Federal Supreme Court held:

“Insofar as the compliance with public regulations is relevant here, the circumstances in the Seller’s country are generally controlling because the Seller cannot be generally expected to know the relevant provisions in the buyer’s country or ... in the country of the ultimate consumer. (...) The situation is only different, how-

\textsuperscript{159} VIII ZR 67/04 available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/050302g1.html#ex (accessed 11 July 2005). See also judgment of 18 January 2002 from the Belgian Commercial Court where the Court found that although no written agreement was entered into, it was reasonable for buyer to expect that the tomatoes were fit for resale, available at http://www.unilex.info/case.cfm?pid=1&do=case&id=941&step=Abstract (accessed 23 August 2005).

\textsuperscript{160} Schwenzer supra p. 280-281. Honnold states that “In sum, under the Convention problems of contract interpretation are to be solved on the bases of the facts of each transaction and not under a general legal rule specifying that the seller’s (or buyer’s) region controls the parties’ understanding.” supra p. [257].


\textsuperscript{162} Reference in fn. 159. See also judgment of 8 March 1995 from the German Federal Supreme Court (Bundesgerichtshof) Case No. VIII ZR 159/94 available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/950308g3.html#ta (accessed 11 July 2005).
ever, if the provisions in the Seller’s and the Buyer’s country are essentially the same, or if the Seller is familiar with the regulations in the Buyer’s country based on certain circumstances.”.

If the standards are higher in seller’s country than in buyer’s country, seller normally fulfills his obligation to deliver conforming goods when the goods conform to the requirements in buyer’s country. The situation is, however, different if buyer has pointed out to seller that he wants the goods to comply with the standards in seller’s country.  

In both cases the overall requirement, that the goods “are fit for the purposes for which goods of the same description would ordinarily be used”, must be fulfilled.

To avoid uncertainty, seller can incorporate in the sales contract a provision clarifying what “ordinary” means.

CISG art 35(2)(b) provides that seller must deliver goods “fit for any particular purpose expressly or impliedly made known to the seller at the time of the conclusion of the contract…”. The particular purpose merely has to be “made known” (expressly or implicitly) to seller and not necessarily agreed upon.  

In an arbitration award of 15 October 2002 the Netherlands Arbitration Institute decided upon a case where buyer refused to take delivery of the goods (condensate mixed with crude oil called “Rijn Blend”). Buyer averred that the blend did not conform with buyer’s intended use of it. The Arbitral Tribunal held:

“The question then arises whether [buyer], at that time (i.e., 1993 and 1994) expressly or impliedly indicated to the respective [sellers] the use it intended to make of the Rijn Blend. The Arbitral Tribunal is of the opinion that it did not. First, the sale contracts do not contain a product quality specification. Absent such a specification, [buyer] did not indicate expressly the particular purpose it had in mind for the Rijn Blend. Secondly, an implied indication as to a particular purpose made in 1993 and 1994 also has not been proven.”

163 Schwenzer supra p. 280.
164 Schwenzer supra p. 281.
165 Case No. 2319 available at [http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/021015n1.html#ix](http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/021015n1.html#ix) (accessed 9 September 20005)
To limit his liability, seller can incorporate a provision in the sales contract defining particular purposes for which seller will not undertake liability.

In terms of CISG art 35(2)(c), the goods must “possess the qualities of goods which seller has held out to the buyer as a sample or model.”

To limit his liability, seller can incorporate a provision in the sales contract stating that the goods are sold without liability at all or without liability for some more specified features.

Finally, the goods must be contained or packaged in the usual manner or, if no usages exist, in a preserving and protecting manner, cf. CISG art 35(2)(d). Bianca states: “In contracts of sale involving carriage of the goods it has always been understood that it is the seller’s duty to provide for the proper packaging of the goods…In order to shift the burden of packaging the goods from the seller to the buyer there must be an unmistakable contractual clause to this effect.”166

If it is usual not to pack the goods, seller does not have an obligation to contain or pack the goods.167 If no usages exist seller must pack the goods in an adequate manner. “What is required is the degree of protection that is usual for goods of comparable fragility”.168 He must take into consideration factors as the nature of the goods, the length of the travel and the weather conditions.169 If seller does not carry out this implied obligation, he is liable to buyer even though the risk has passed.170

According to CISG art 36(1), the relevant time to examine whether the goods conform to the sales contract is the time when the risk for accidental damages to or loss of the goods passes from seller to buyer. The risk passes according to CISG art 66 – 70171 unless the parties have agreed otherwise, e.g. by the Incoterms.

---

167 Honnold supra p. [259].
168 Honnold supra p. [259].
169 Schwenzer supra p. 284.
170 Schwenzer supra p. 284.
171 Chapter VIII.
Seller is liable for lack of conformity even after the risk has passed if the lack is caused by breach of one or more of his obligations. This is so even though seller is in no fault, since the CISG is built on a no fault system. \(^{172}\) Seller is also liable after the risk has passed if he has given a guarantee for durability during a certain period, cf. CISG art 36(2), but seller can limit this liability by providing that the guarantee only applies if buyer has the goods properly contained and uses the goods appropriately.

**V.5.b: Disclaimers**

CISG art 6 provides that the parties are free to exclude the application of, derogate from or vary the effect of art 35. A disclaimer normally displaces the obligations in art 35. \(^{173}\) A disclaimer can exclude or limit seller’s liability. The validity of the disclaimer must be determined on the basis of domestic law, cf. CISG art 4. \(^{174}\)

An example of an *exclusion* clause is the non-rejection clause. \(^{175}\) A non-rejection clause deprives buyer of the right to reject non-conforming goods and limits his right to damages.

Related to the exclusion clause is the conclusive evidence clause that require seller to obtain a certificate from an independent appraiser as definitive proof of the quality of the goods. When seller presents the certificate, buyer cannot claim that the goods are non-conforming even if this turns out to be the situation. \(^{176}\) To be effective the conclusive evidence clause must be unambiguous and seller must emphasise the importance of checking the statements in the clause and of the consequences of not doing so. \(^{177}\)

Pamela Sellman mentions two kinds of *limitations* of liability clauses. The first is the liquidated damages clause. \(^{178}\) The second clause either sets a maximum recoverable amount or excludes the right to special kinds of damages.

---

\(^{172}\) Lookofsky supra p. 93.  
\(^{173}\) Lookofsky supra p. 95.  
\(^{174}\) Chapter VII.  
\(^{175}\) Pamela Sellman states that common law countries regard the non-rejection clause an exclusion clause, Sellman *Law of international trade* 4th ed., (Old Bailey Press) p. 14  
\(^{177}\) The Privy Council’s decision in *Financial Institutions Services Limited v. Negril Negril Holdings Ltd., Negril Investment Company Ltd.* The Court of Appeal’s decision referred in 2004 WL 1476678 [2004] UKPC 40 PC (Jam). Even though this judgment relates to a banks relationship with a client, the decision seems to be an expression of general principles and therefore also applicable in sales contracts.  
\(^{178}\) Chapter V.4.b.
Chapter VI: Risks from defaults from buyer/securing against them

VI.1: General comments
CISG art 53 summarizes buyer’s key obligations. According to the provision, buyer “must pay the price for the goods and take delivery of them as required by the contract and this Convention.”. The obligations are subsequently described in detail in art 54 – 60. In this Chapter I will only examine the articles most relevant from seller’s point of view (art 54, 56, 57 and 58).

VI.2: CISG art 54 – buyer’s steps to enable payment
CISG art 54 provides that buyer must take the steps and comply with formalities required under the contract or laws/regulations necessary for making the payment.

Even though CISG art 54 states that these steps etc. are a part of buyer’s obligation to pay the price, it is important for seller to know that they are obligations per se. If buyer fails to perform the obligations, seller can rely on the remedies in CISG art 61 – 65. Seller does not need to rely on art 71 on anticipatory breach of buyer’s obligations.179

In the Secretariat Commentary it is stated that the “steps” in CISG art 54 include “applying for a letter of credit or a bank guarantee of payment180, registering the contract with a government office or with a bank, procuring the necessary foreign exchange or applying for official authorization to remit the currency abroad.”.181

Since letters of credit play a big role in international sales contracts,182 seller would often be at risk of not getting payment if it was sufficient for buyer merely to apply for the letter of credit, i.e. without an obligation to guarantee that the issuing bank will open it. This issue has been under consideration, but the law now seems to be that buyer must succeed in

181 Secretarial Commentary, supra at n. 2.
182 Chapter VI.5.c.
obtaining the letter of credit. In a judgment of 17 November 2000, the Supreme Court of Queensland held that buyer’s failure to establish a letter of credit was a failure to take the necessary “steps” in terms of CISG art 54 and constituted a fundamental breach of the contract.

That buyer must go a step further than just requesting his bank to make the payment is also established by a Russian arbitration award of 17 October 1995. The Tribunal found that buyer had failed to perform his obligations under CISG art 54 as:

“…[buyer] did not take any definite steps to enable payment to be made except for sending a request to the bank to transfer the price of the goods to the [seller’s] account.”

If the parties have agreed that buyer must secure the payment of the price by e.g. letters of credit or a bank guarantee, buyer must have established the required security for payment to be made at the agreed time. To avoid uncertainty the parties should agree on a latest date for buyer’s security.

Buyer’s responsibility for payment seems to be very strict in relation to “steps of a strictly commercial nature” (i.e. steps that buyer, when necessary, must undertake to establish a letter of credit or a bank guarantee), whereas seller should be aware that buyer’s responsibility may be less strict if buyer cannot comply with formalities required under any “laws and regulations”, cf. CISG art 54. This mainly relates to governmental requirements in relation to payment. Banks’ procedures for payment, e.g. the procedure for paying with letters of credit, are often well established and it is relatively simple for buyer to contact his bank to obtain detailed information on these procedures (and to find alternative resources if he cannot comply with the respective bank’s procedure). It is different when it comes to governmental requirements. They are not as predictable as banks’ procedures and buyer often does not have alternative resources. Therefore courts and arbitrators may be

---

186 This expression is used several times by Maskow about steps of more a private nature as opposed to steps of governmental nature.
187 Maskow supra p. 395-396.
more reluctant to find a buyer guilty in breach of his obligations in terms of art 54 if the failure to perform the obligations is caused by governmental restrictions.

In buyer’s attempt to comply with governmental requirements, buyer and not seller will have contact with the authorities. Maskow concludes that seller therefore has a risk that he will first be aware of a potential breach too late, i.e. when he has already dispatched the goods.\textsuperscript{188} Seller should be aware of this problem and keep a tight correspondence with buyer on this issue.

Seller may have an obligation to take steps to enable the payment to be made. If seller is the only party who can comply with laws and regulations in his country enabling the payment to be made, he is under an obligation to take the necessary steps to enable payment.\textsuperscript{189}

\textbf{VI.3: CISG art 57 – place of buyer’s payment}

The provision applies if the parties have not agreed on the place of payment. Since the place of payment plays an important role, the parties should always agree on this in their contract and in most international contracts the parties do agree on this.\textsuperscript{190}

CISG art 57 governs the place of payment where “payment is to be made against the handing over of the goods or of documents”(art 57(1)(b)) and where this is not the case (art 57(1)(a)), e.g. where the parties have agreed on advance payment of the whole or part of the price.\textsuperscript{191}

CISG art 57(1)(a) reinstates the common principle that the place to perform a monetary obligation is the creditor’s place of business. When nothing is agreed, buyer must pay the price at seller’s place of business. If buyer has paid too much and claims the overcharge back, then buyer is the creditor and seller must pay the overcharge at buyer’s place of business.\textsuperscript{192}

\textsuperscript{188} Maskow supra p. 398.
\textsuperscript{189} Maskow supra p. 397.
\textsuperscript{190} Chengwei Liu ‘Place of performance’ at n. (g) available at \url{http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/text/peclcomp57.html#er} (accessed 18 July 2005).
Seller does not bear the risk of the transfer of the payment. If buyer, however, has paid the price at the time where the goods or documents are handed over, then the further transmission of the payment is at seller’s risk.  

If payment is to be made against the handing over of the goods or of documents, CISG art 57(1)(b), buyer must pay the price where the goods or documents are to be handed over. Where the parties have agreed on “cash against documents”, seller normally hands the documents over to his bank, which thereafter sends the documents to buyer’s bank. Seller undertakes that the documents are handed over at buyer’s place of business and thus the place of payment is buyer’s place of business. Seller bears the risk of the transfer of the payment to his bank.

Where the parties have agreed on payment against a letter of credit, the documents are handed over at seller’s confirming bank, which becomes the place of payment. As soon as the confirming bank has paid seller an amount corresponding to the price, buyer has fulfilled his obligation to pay the price.

If seller changes his place of business after conclusion of the sales contract, he does not bear the risk for the consequences of the change, except from an increase in payment expenses. However, if seller does not inform buyer of the change in due time before payment is to be made, a delayed payment caused by the late information should not be seen as a breach of the contract.

The parties should agree on a place of payment. From seller’s point of view it is most convenient to agree on payment at his place of business/to an account in his country. He thereby avoids dealing with potential difficulties in buyer’s country himself, e.g. exchange controls, prohibitions against export of foreign currency, requirements of a licence to export funds etc. Seller must, however, bear in mind that buyers from countries with weak currencies can have problems with payment and therefore seller should secure himself against such risks in his contract.

---

194 Maskow supra p. 415.
195 Chapter VI.5.c.
196 Maskow supra p. 416.
197 Sevón supra. See also Maskow supra p. 413.
198 Honnold supra p. 358.
Often seller, in his invoice, states where payment must be made. If this place is not agreed on in the sales contract too, such a statement does not constitute an agreement on the place of payment and buyer is not obliged to pay at the place stated in the invoice. The statement merely indicates that seller accepts that buyer pays at that particular place and that buyer has a right to pay at such a place.

Finally, it should be mentioned that CISG art 57 governs not only buyer’s payment of the price, but also other payments such as payment of “damages, liquidated damages, interests and reimbursement of expenses.”

VI.4: CISG art 58 – time for buyer’s payment
Seller would obtain the highest possible security if he could agree on advance payment of the entire price; but there are always at least two parties in an international sales contract and it is not likely that buyer will agree on the advance payment of the entire price as this will put him at risk of not receiving the goods after payment has been made. CISG art 58 represents a fair solution to this dilemma: “The basic rule is that the goods should be exchanged for payment of the price”.

I will primarily examine art 58(2) dealing with contracts involving carriage, but short comments will also be made on art 58(3).

In terms of CISG art 58(2), seller may dispatch the goods on condition that the goods, or documents controlling their disposition, will not be handed over to buyer except against payment. The provision itself seems to impose risks on seller: in contracts involving carriage of the goods, seller often finds himself in a situation where he must arrange and pay for the carriage without having received buyer’s payment of the price. Furthermore, seller apparently loses control over the goods as soon as they are dispatched but before he has received payment. It should, however, be remembered that seller controls the goods as long as he is in possession of the documents controlling their disposition. Art 58(2) secures

---

199 Sevón supra. See also Honnold supra p. 360 and Liu supra at note (s).
200 Liu supra at note (q).
203 Maskow supra p. 422
seller in such a way that he can require that the goods or documents not be handed over to buyer, except against payment of the price. In this way, as Honnold states, “Art 58 is designed to minimise risks for both parties – risk to the seller from delivery before payment and risk to the buyer from payment for defective goods.”. 204

In sales involving carriage, seller must pay the costs connected with the carriage unless otherwise agreed. He must ship the goods before buyer’s payment of the price and he thereby faces the risk that the final exchange of goods and price might not take place for some reason. The jungle warfare that takes place in real life provides several examples of this risk. Seller is in a vulnerable situation if the goods arrive in a non-conforming condition because it is impossible for him to sell the goods to another buyer at the same price as agreed on with the original buyer. Sevón states, “Some buyers may use this fact as a means to force the seller to accept a reduction of the price by refraining from taking delivery of the goods on the alleged ground of non-conformity. The seller can protect himself against such claims by a provision in the contract specifying a procedure for delivery according to which the buyer may not inspect the goods until payment has been made.”. 205

Another way in which seller can secure delivery of the goods against payment, is by payment by a letter of credit. CISG is not involved with payments by letters of credit, but it is a safe method of payment for both seller and buyer and therefore often used in international sales.

CISG art 58(2) does not protect seller against buyer’s insolvency. A way to secure against buyer’s insolvency is by a guarantee from a third party – often a bank. 206

In sales contracts on successive deliveries, every delivery and the corresponding payment must be regarded as separate contracts. Therefore, seller is not entitled to make a next delivery dependent on buyer’s payment of previous arrears or dependent on advance payment of future deliveries. To limit the risk of buyer’s failure to pay, seller should claim security for the payments. 207

205 Sevón supra.
207 Maskow supra p. 423.
If nothing is agreed, CISG art 58(3) provides the general rule that seller must give buyer an opportunity to examine the goods before he requires payment from buyer. It is seller’s responsibility to provide appropriate means for this examination.\textsuperscript{208} Seller can make arrangements with the carrier to allow buyer an appropriate examination of the goods before the goods or documents are handed over to buyer.\textsuperscript{209} If the parties have agreed on payment by a letter of credit, this procedure of payment is normally inconsistent with buyer’s examination of the goods before payment, and buyer cannot make payment dependent on his examination. If seller and buyer have a longstanding business relationship, seller can, however, delay the presentation of documents to a time after the goods have arrived, thereby allowing buyer to examine the goods before final payment.\textsuperscript{210} 

If buyer, after his examination, rejects the goods as non-conforming and if no valid non-rejection clause has been agreed upon, seller must resell the goods. This can result in additional costs for seller. If the parties have agreed on payment by a letter of credit, seller can avoid this situation if the documents mentioned in the letter of credit include a certificate of quality whereby an independent inspector declares that the goods are of the required quality.

There are several ways whereby seller can protect himself and reduce or eliminate the risk that buyer does not pay the right price at the right time.

\textbf{VI.5: Different ways to secure payment}

If buyer fails to pay the price, seller is often forced to sue buyer or bring the case to arbitration. This is time consuming and involves expenses and other risks for seller. Seller should instead secure himself against buyer’s failure to pay.

\textbf{VI.5.a: Liquid document}

Seller can take out a liquid document against buyer. A liquid document is buyer’s written acknowledgment of the debt. If seller has a liquid document, his proceedings in court or with the arbitrator will be much shorter, because there will most likely not be any dispute that buyer owes seller the amount stated in the liquid document.

\textsuperscript{208} Secretariat Commentary supra at note 5.
\textsuperscript{209} Secretariat Commentary supra at note 6.
\textsuperscript{210} Honnold supra p. 365.
In most countries the period of prescription on a liquid document is longer than the period of prescription on ordinary contractual claims. If seller obtains a liquid document in respect of an already existing claim, where prescription is running from the time the dept was incurred, the effect of the liquid document is that it interrupts prescription, and the prescription on the liquid document starts to run.

A liquid document has another spin-off effect. Seller sues on the document – not on the contract. The procedure in most countries is that seller gets a script of the summary judgment, but seller cannot execute on it if buyer has a defence against the liquid document, e.g. that it has been obtained by fraud.

VI.5.b: Bank guarantee

A liquid document merely reduces the risk of buyer’s failure to pay the price. It does not protect seller against buyer’s insolvency. Seller can eliminate this risk by obtaining a third party guarantee for buyer’s payment. In almost every guarantee used in international trades the guarantor is buyer’s bank.

A bank guarantee is “the promise of the bank (the “Guarantor”) to pay a certain sum of money to the addressee of the promise (i.e. the “Beneficiary”). The promise is given on instruction of the bank’s client (the “Principal”).

Two types of guarantees are used in international trades. With a demand guarantee, seller only has to write to the bank and inform them that buyer has failed to perform the obligations agreed upon in the letter of guarantee. The letter of guarantee contains very specific wording, and should seller fail to use the exact phrases in the letter of the guarantee and in the ICC rules on guarantees, the bank will refuse to pay him.

With a conditional guarantee, seller must prove that buyer has failed to perform the obligations agreed upon in the letter of guarantee.

Seller will normally use a bank guarantee if the parties have agreed on payment against an open invoice and seller foresees a risk of buyer’s insolvency.

211 Schiller supra p. VI.6.
212 Most guarantees in international sales are subject to ICC rules on guarantees.
213 Schiller supra p. VI.10.
Bank guarantees often include a validity date and seller should be aware that a potential claim against the guarantor must be raised within the date of expiry of the guarantee.

The validity of a guarantee is completely independent of the validity of the underlying payment claim. For seller this is an advantage, because the bank will not spend time on examining whether the underlying payment claim is valid or not.

VI.5.c: Documentary credit

The documentary credit is the standard method of payment in international sales contracts where the parties do not know each other sufficiently well. Since 1919 documentary credit has been governed by ICC’s UCP (Uniform Customs and Practice of International Banking) and if the parties agreed on payment by a letter of credit the payment should be governed by UCP.

The current UCP version is 500 and 500 e.

The letter of credit is a promise by buyer’s bank (the issuing bank – I/B) to pay the price for the goods in exchange for certain specified documents.

When the parties have agreed on payment by a letter of credit and which documents seller must present, buyer instructs the I/B to open the letter. The I/B will often have its own standard forms of instruction, telling them exactly what is to be in the letter of credit.

The I/B can inform seller directly of the opening of the letter of credit but will normally send the letter to seller’s bank (the confirming bank – C/B) and ask them to confirm the letter. When the C/B has confirmed the letter of credit, it is sent to seller with the C/B’s confirmation.

When the C/B has confirmed the letter of credit, seller has reduced his risk of non-payment: the I/B bears the risk of buyer’s payment and the C/B bears the risk of the I/B’s payment.

To take this risk, the C/B requires a fee from seller – the higher risk, the higher fee. If the C/B refuses to confirm the letter of credit, seller can regard this as a strong indication that

---

214 Schiller supra p. VI.6.
215 It must be stated in the letter of credit that UCP is governing the credit, UCP art 1.
216 Klotz suggests that the parties attach a draft of the letter of credit to the sales contract so the letter gets an unambiguous content. This advice seems, however, of less importance when the bank uses a standard form, supra p. 146.
the I/B is not creditworthy. In such a situation, seller should consider demanding the letter of credit be issued by another bank or require advance payment or a bank guarantee.

When seller gets the letter of credit, he must immediately compare it with the sales contract. If the letter of credit conforms with the sales contract, seller must hand over the agreed documents to the C/B. The main document is usually a bill of lading or a similar transport document proving that seller has dispatched the goods to buyer.

If the letter of credit does not conform with the sales contract, seller should not accept it. The letter should be changed by the I/B on instructions from buyer. Seller can refuse to ship the goods until the letter of credit has been changed.

Seller must present documents that comply with the terms in the letter of credit. This is the doctrine of strict compliance. Only then will the C/B accept seller’s draft. If the documents presented by seller comply with the letter of credit, the C/B must pay. If it does not pay, it is liable for seller’s causal economic loss.

If the documents do not comply with the terms in the letter of credit, the C/B may refuse to acknowledge the documents. If the C/B does and pays, it is at its own risk. Either the C/B can ask seller to resubmit correct documents, or the I/B can ask buyer to waive the non-conformity. To avoid the situation where the documents do not conform with the letter of credit, the parties should not describe the goods in detail in the documents.

UCP art 39 allows seller a certain tolerance in quantity of the goods, unless the letter of credit states that the quantity must not be exceeded or reduced. The provision makes it possible to deal in bulk.

---

217 Klotz supra p. 144.
218 Pamela Sellmann supra p 149.
219 UCP art 14 b.
220 UCP art 14 b.
221 In Equitable Trust Company of New York v Dawson Partners, Ltd (1927) 27 Ll. L. Rep 49 the judge held that “There is no room for documents which are almost the same…” The judgment states that the doctrine of de minimis does not apply in payments by letter of credit. See also J H Rayner & Co Ltd v Hambro’s Bank Ltd [1943] 1 KB 37 (CA) where the bank was allowed to refuse a document of shipment of “machine shelled groundnut kernels”. The letter of credit required proof of shipment of “Coromandel groundnuts”.
222 UCP art 37(c).
If the goods do not conform with the contract, buyer cannot stop payment. Once the letter of credit is put into operation, buyer cannot stop it unless the documents presented by seller are fraudulent.\textsuperscript{223}

The parties must agree on the type of credit. If the sales contract prescribes cash payment, seller should agree on sight credit/sight draft.\textsuperscript{224} As soon as seller presents the documents to the C/B and the C/B accepts them and seller’s draft, the C/B makes payment.

More frequently the credit will be a term credit/term draft. The C/B promises to pay after a certain term – e.g. 30 or 60 days after presentation of documents. In the meantime, the C/B has accepted seller’s draft. As soon as the draft is matured, seller can go to the bank for payment.

If seller is not the manufacturer of the goods, but has bought the goods from a supplier, seller can pay the supplier by assigning the proceeds of the sale to the supplier\textsuperscript{225}. An alternative is to agree on a transferable credit, where the supplier is the new beneficiary instead of seller. A credit is only transferable if it is designated so by the I/B.\textsuperscript{226} The transferable credit should be arranged in a way that prevents buyer to identify and contact the supplier. Seller thereby avoids that buyer in future deals directly with the supplier and prevents seller from obtaining the “middleman’s profit”.\textsuperscript{227} A transferable credit is only transferable once,\textsuperscript{228} but the credit can be transferred in parts if seller has contracted with more suppliers.\textsuperscript{229}

If the sales contract prescribes advance payment, seller should try to agree on a “Red clause credit”. This credit secures seller an advance payment against presentation of the required documents before he ships the goods.\textsuperscript{230} The credit obviously implies a big advantage for seller whereas buyer bears the risk of not getting the goods. The credit will therefore normally only be used if the parties have trust in each other (or if seller has a very strong position compared to buyer).

\textsuperscript{223} Phillips v Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd 1985 (3) SA 301 (W).
\textsuperscript{224} Pamela Sellmann supra p. 138.
\textsuperscript{225} UCP art 49.
\textsuperscript{226} UCP art 48(b).
\textsuperscript{227} Sellmann supra p. 139.
\textsuperscript{228} UCP art 48(g).
\textsuperscript{229} UCP art 48(a).
\textsuperscript{230} Sellmann supra p. 143.
The parties should carefully consider the elements of the letter of credit. Johan Schiller has a list of important elements, which should be incorporated in the sales contract.\textsuperscript{231} Below I will mention the most important elements from the seller’s point of view:

Seller should agree on an **irrevocable** letter of credit:
A letter of credit can be revocable or irrevocable. A revocable letter of credit can be altered or cancelled without seller’s consent. A revocable letter, therefore, does not protect seller sufficiently against buyer’s unilateral alteration or cancellation of the letter of credit. A seller should only agree on a revocable letter of credit if he has trust in buyer.

In an irrevocable letter of credit, the C/B *undertakes* to pay seller against presentation of the required documents. An irrevocable letter of credit cannot be altered or cancelled without seller’s consent.\textsuperscript{232}

The parties should indicate whether the letter of credit is revocable or irrevocable. If the parties have not indicated this, the letter of credit is deemed irrevocable.\textsuperscript{233}

Seller should agree on a **confirmed** letter of credit:
When the C/B has confirmed the letter of credit, they have undertaken to pay seller against presentation of the required documents.\textsuperscript{234} The C/B’s confirmation reinforces the undertaking of the I/B.\textsuperscript{235} It may have serious consequences if the C/B’s confirmation is delayed. If the letter of credit has been opened, seller may find himself in a position where he has to ship the goods to avoid delayed delivery before he has received the confirmation. To limit this risk, seller should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating a date within which the C/B must have confirmed the letter of credit. If the C/B does not confirm the letter within this date, seller should be entitled to terminate the sales contract.\textsuperscript{236}

The parties should agree on **which documents** seller must present to the C/B:
Seller should try to agree only to such documents as he can procure without assistance from buyer.\textsuperscript{237} Beside the bill of lading mentioned above, the parties often agree on a:

\textsuperscript{231} Schiller supra p. VI:3 – VI:4.
\textsuperscript{232} UCP art 9(d).
\textsuperscript{233} UCP art 6(c).
\textsuperscript{234} UCP art 9(b).
\textsuperscript{235} Sellmann supra p. 137.
\textsuperscript{236} Klotz supra p. 148-140 with an example of a clause.
\textsuperscript{237} Schiller supra p. VI:5.
• Commercial invoice

In accordance with the doctrine of strict compliance, the price stated in the invoice must be exactly the same as stated in the letter of credit; otherwise the C/B can refuse to accept the invoice. If the C/B accepts the invoice, it will not pay more than the amount stated in the letter of credit. If seller dispatches a bigger quantity of goods than originally agreed with buyer and adapts the price in the commercial invoice accordingly, seller must obtain the remaining price direct from buyer.239

As mentioned above the letter of credit or the required documents should not normally contain a detailed description of the goods. This is, however, not the situation with the commercial invoice. The invoice must describe the goods in detail.240

• Insurance documents

Unless otherwise stated in the letter of credit, a broker’s cover note is not sufficient if the letter of credit calls for insurance documents.241 Likewise will insurance documents issued later than the date of loading on board or dispatching not be accepted by the C/B.242 The insurance documents “should provide at least basic cover in respect of the relevant goods for the relevant carriage.”.243

• Certificate of origin/certificate of inspection

Seller should agree on a sight credit, see above.

Seller should ensure that the letter of credit takes into account potential price adjustments.244

The parties should agree on the allocation of the costs for opening the letter of credit.

The parties should agree on the date of opening the letter of credit:

238 But still within the tolerances in UCP art 39.
239 Sellmann supra p. 153.
241 UCP art 34 (c).
242 UCP art 34 (e).
243 Sellmann supra p. 155.
244 Klotz supra p. 145-146 with example.
From seller’s point of view, it is important that the letter of credit is opened as early as possible so he has some security of buyer’s payment before he dispatches the goods. If the I/B does not open the letter of credit within the agreed date, buyer is in breach of his obligations according to CISG art 54. If the parties have not agreed on a date of opening the letter of credit, buyer must open it at the latest before the first date for shipment of the goods. The letter of credit is deemed opened when seller has been notified about its opening.

The parties should agree on the date of expiry of the letter of credit:
The date of expiry must be realistic. Seller must make a genuine estimate of his ability to deliver in time.

VI.5.d: CISG art 64 – “fundamental breach”
According to CISG art 64, seller may only declare the contract avoided if buyer’s failure to pay amounts to a fundamental breach, or if buyer does not pay within the additional time of payment fixed by seller in terms of art 63. CISG art 25 defines a “fundamental breach”, but the wording of the provision is not unambiguous and requires further interpretation.

To avoid disputes about when buyer’s failure to make payment amounts to a fundamental breach, seller can incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating that every delayed payment is deemed to be a fundamental breach that entitles seller to avoid the contract (or suspend his own performance). This allows seller to avoid the contract without fixing an additional time for buyer’s performance as mentioned in CISG art 63. This is of special importance if the goods are perishable and seller needs to dispose of the goods quickly.

If the parties agree that buyer should have time to rectify his failure to pay the price, seller can try to agree on a clause that allows him to determine this period unilaterally.

---

245 Sellmann supra p. 133.
246 Sellmann supra p. 133.
247 “Sellers are usually overly optimistic when they can ship, and thus will agree to unrealistic expiration dates in letters of credit.”, Klotz supra p. 149.
248 Klotz supra p. 133 with example.
249 Klotz supra p. 134 with example.
VI.5.e: Transfer of ownership

Before examination of retention of title clauses, some comments have to be made on transfer of ownership.

The CISG is not concerned with “the effect, which the contract may have on the property in the goods sold”. The word “property” is the relation to third parties. Some of the provisions in the CISG may have an impact on third parties, but the Convention only governs the relationship between seller and buyer. Property in the goods and transfer of ownership are governed by the proper law.

From seller’s point of view, the important question is how long he is protected against buyer’s creditors and can take back his goods.

In Denmark there are no statutory rules on transfer of ownership. The rules have been developed by case law. Transfer of ownership does not take place on a specific time or at a specific place, but depends on the kind of sale.

The slightly different issue when seller is protected against buyer’s creditors is dealt with as “seller’s right of stoppage” and is regulated by the Danish Sale of Goods Act. From seller’s point of view, the crucial time is where he hands over the goods to buyer, i.e. the physical delivery to buyer or buyer’s agent. Until this time he has the right to exercise stoppage in transit if buyer goes bankrupt etc. According to Danish law, therefore, seller has the right of stoppage in transit even though the contract of sale has been concluded and buyer has obtained the title to the goods.

In South Africa ownership is generally transferred at delivery. However, transfer of ownership requires that seller has been legally entitled to dispose of the goods and that buyer has been legally entitled to obtain ownership of the goods.

\[250\] CISG art 4(b).
\[252\] E.g. CISG art 71.
\[254\] Ronoe supra p. 110.
\[255\] The Danish Sales of Goods Act § 39.
\[256\] Lance Burger in Ronoe supra p. 330.
VI.5.f: Retention of title

With a retention of title clause seller retains the title of the goods and obtains protection against buyer’s creditors until buyer has made the entire payment.

Passing of title is not the same as passing of risk and a pure retention of title clause says nothing about passing of risk. The risk for the goods can be transferred to buyer either before or after transfer of title depending on the domestic law and the parties’ individual agreement. It is in seller’s interest that the risk is buyer’s for as long as possible and seller can incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating that the title to the goods shall remain with him but at buyer’s risk.

As with other boilerplates, a retention of title clause should not just be slapped in at random. Firstly, boilerplates affect the purchase price as more risks are allocated to buyer. Secondly, seller should consider whether a boilerplate really improves his position. If seller has sold goods that can cause damage to the environment and the goods in fact cause environmental damages after delivery but before passing of title, seller can be held liable for the damages as the owner of the goods.

The validity of a retention of title clause is not governed by the CISG, but by domestic law. Not all countries recognise a retention of title clause. A retention of title clause is only effective if it is valid in seller’s country and enforceable in buyer’s country. The ICC has published a guide, “Retention of Title – A practical guide to 19 national legislations”, where seller can obtain knowledge on different countries’ requirements of retention of title clauses.

Because of the different rules in different countries, the retention of title clause must be specific for each of the countries seller is dealing in.

---

257 Also called Romalpa clause.
258 Klotz supra p. 175 with example.
259 Klotz supra p. 176.
260 CISG art 4(a). In Roder Zell- und Hallenkonstruktionen GmbH v. Rosedown Park Pty Ltd. 28 April 1995 [1995] 57 Fed Court Rep 216-240 the judge, however, held that the construction and interpretation of a retention of title clause fell within the scope of CISG. Available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/950428a2.html#ta (accessed 24 August 2005)
261 Introductory remarks in the ICC guide “Retention of Title – A practical guide to 19 national legislations”.
262 Foreword to the ICC guide.
263 Ibid.
Denmark recognises a retention of title clause as valid if the clause has been agreed on when the goods are handed over to buyer at the latest.\textsuperscript{264} The agreement must be clear and unambiguous. If the parties use seller’s standard form, the clause must be emphasised in the text.

The retention of title clause must only relate to the goods sold. The clause does not protect seller in previous or future deliveries.

As a general rule, a retention of title clause is not valid if seller was aware that the intent of buyer’s purchase was a resale.

South Africa also recognises retention of title clauses. The clause must be agreed on between seller and buyer. A seller of components to a manufacturer should distinguish between situations where the final product, ready for resale, can or cannot be divided into individual parts. Only in the former situation a retention of title clause is valid.

VI.6: CISG art 60 – buyer’s obligation to take delivery

Even though seller’s primary interest is receiving the purchase price, buyer’s obligation to take delivery is not without importance to seller. If buyer fails to take delivery, seller may be liable to a carrier for extra costs incurred by keeping the goods for a longer period.\textsuperscript{265}

According to CISG art 60, buyer’s obligation to take delivery consists of two parts: Firstly, he must take the necessary “preliminary acts”\textsuperscript{266} to “enable the seller to make delivery”. Seller can only require that buyer takes “reasonable” acts to enable delivery. If delivery requires extraordinary acts, seller must at least make them known to buyer. Maskow seems to suggest that seller’s information hereafter establishes an obligation for buyer to take the required acts.\textsuperscript{267}

Seller should distinguish between acts enabling him to make delivery and acts enabling him to produce the goods.\textsuperscript{268} Only the former case is encompassed by CISG art 60. As a

\begin{footnotesize}
\end{footnotesize}
borderline case Maskow mentions buyer’s delivery of packing material. If this should be a part of buyer’s obligation to take delivery, the parties should incorporate in the sales contract a provision stating this.

If the parties have agreed on an Incoterm, this term will describe buyer’s obligations in the delivery process.

Secondly, buyer must take over the goods. In deciding where and when buyer must fulfil this obligation, seller’s corresponding obligations to deliver the goods, CISG art 31, have to be taken into consideration.

Buyer’s taking delivery of the goods does not mean that he thereby has accepted them as conforming with the contract. Seller must be prepared for buyer’s subsequent rejection of the goods should he find them non-conforming.

VI.7: CISG art 73 – seller’s risk in instalment contracts

In instalment contracts buyer’s failure to pay one instalment may indicate a risk of future default payments. Seller can avoid the contract in respect of the instalment that has not been paid if buyer’s failure to pay amounts to a fundamental breach. But what about future instalments?

The purpose of CISG art 73 is to “avoid unnecessarily drastic consequences from the failure to perform a separable part of the contract.” CISG art 73(2) provides that seller can only avoid the sales contract in respect of future instalments if buyer’s “failure to perform any of his obligations in respect of any instalment gives [seller] good grounds to conclude that a fundamental breach of contract will occur with respect to future instalments…”.

Honnold states that ‘The test is whether the initial breach gives “the other party good ground to conclude that a fundamental breach of contract will occur with respect to future instalments” – a standard that is less strict and more subjective (my emphasising) than grounds for suspension under Article 71 or for avoidance under Article 72.’ (avoidance

269 Maskow supra p. 436.  
270 Maskow supra p. 435.  
271 CISG art 73(1).  
273 Honnold supra p. 442.
in case of anticipatory breach of contract).

In an arbitration award of 10 December 1997, an Austrian Arbitral Court held:

“Honsell (…) is of the opinion, that the term “goods grounds” in Art. 73(2) presupposes the least level of probability for the assumption of a future breach of contract, it suffices when for the reasons ascertained a defect in the performance of the future instalments will occur with “predominant probability”. The court of decision is of the same opinion.”

It is therefore of importance to seller to ascertain whether the sales contract is an instalment contract.

A contract is an instalment contract if it provides for “the successive delivery of goods”. Where seller and buyer have entered in two or more contracts, these contracts can under certain circumstances be regarded as one instalment contract. In the Austrian arbitration award of 10 December 1997, the Arbitral Court held:

“…both contracts are to be considered a unitary transaction from an economic point of view insofar, as they provide for the delivery of the absolute same kind of goods in instalments during the period …under the same legal terms- with slightly differing terms of payment - and they had been concluded the same day.”

The Arbitral Court subjected the contract (the “unitary transaction”) to CISG art 73.

When does buyer’s failure to pay one instalment give seller “good grounds to conclude that a fundamental breach of contract will occur with respect to future instalments”? Liu states, “What is important is the seriousness of the anticipatory breach as to future instalments that the non-breaching party fears will occur in view of the current breach.”

In *Roder Zelt- und Hallenkonstruktionen GmbH v. Rosedown Park Pty Ltd*, the Australian judge found that the appointment of an administrator by the director in an insolvent

---

276 Reference in fn. 273.
277 Liu supra.
278 Reference in fn. 259.
company constituted “good grounds” and entitled seller to avoid the contract in future. Buyer’s failure to give seller a valid bank guarantee may also constitute “good grounds” to believe that a future fundamental breach will occur.279

Seller can avoid the uncertainty of whether buyer’s failure to pay one instalment gives seller “good grounds to conclude that a fundamental breach of contract will occur with respect to future instalments” with a provision in the sales contract stating that every failure to perform a payment is deemed a fundamental breach of the contract with respect to future instalments.

Even though seller is entitled to avoid the sales contract in future, CISG art 73 does not enable him to repossess the instalments he has already delivered. A retention of title clause entitles seller to repossess previous deliveries. Seller can also incorporate a provision in the sales contract that entitles him to repossess and resell the goods irrespective of the impact buyer’s failure to pay may have on the future contract.

If the goods are intended for resale seller faces the risk that he cannot avoid the contract with respect to an instalment and take back the goods delivered in that instalment, because buyer has sold the goods before payment of the price. Seller can eliminate this risk with a provision in the sales contract stating that buyer cannot sell the goods received in an instalment until seller has received full payment for that instalment. A less strict limitation on buyer is a provision stating that buyer is obliged to keep proceeds from his sale separate from his other goods. In this way seller is secured that he can take the goods back or at least has security to the value of the goods.

If the sales contract entitles seller to take the goods back if buyer does not pay the price seller should incorporate a provision in the sales contract stating that buyer is required to keep the goods insured and in a good condition.280

---

Chapter VII: Restrictions on disclaimers

VII.1: General comments
Even though contract parties should read the contract carefully before signing it, this is not always the reality in the business world. This implies that the parties are not familiar with the terms in the other party’s documents. It can be a nasty surprise for buyer to find a disclaimer written in small type in seller’s standard forms and from seller’s point of view this involves a risk of time consuming litigation or arbitration with excessive subsequent costs.

VII.2: Substantive law on disclaimers
Three conditions must be fulfilled before a disclaimer is regarded as enforceable.\(^{281}\)

*Firstly*, the disclaimer (or other boilerplate clauses) must be incorporated in the sales contract. This implies that a disclaimer must be emphasised, e.g. by bold letters or in a separate section. In a judgment of 18 January 2002, the Belgium Commercial Court (Rechtbank van Koophandel) held that seller’s standard term, according to which buyer had to give notice to seller about non-conformity within 24 hours, was not incorporated in the sales contract because it was written with too small print and in seller’s language foreign to buyer.\(^{282}\)

Especially if the disclaimer is part of seller’s standard form and thereby not negotiated between the parties, the disclaimer must be emphasised clearly to buyer. Furthermore, the more burdensome the disclaimer is, the more it must be emphasised.

Danish courts examine the “incorporation” question by a “flexible, multi-factor kind of test: Are the standard terms actually enclosed with the contract or merely mentioned by reference (…)? Is the reference to the standard terms conspicuous or, …, in fine-print? Is the contract language understandable to both parties, or is it (…) in a foreign legal tongue?”.\(^{283}\)

---


\(^{283}\) Lookofsky ‘The Limits of commercial contract freedom: under the UNIDROIT “Restatement” and Danish law’ supra p. 504-505. In the case reported in U1995.856H, the Danish Supreme Court (Højesteret) examined the standard terms in a bailment contract. The terms were in fine print and in a language (English) foreign to
Secondly, the disclaimer must be interpreted in accordance with both parties’ intent. A court dealing with interpretation of a disclaimer in a contract governed by the CISG is therefore required to find the parties’ intent. In a judgment of 30 January 2001, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California held:

“…the CISG requires a “mirror-image” approach to contract negotiations that allows the court to inquire into the subjective intent of the parties.”

If the disclaimer is unclear, a Danish court will apply the maxim “contra proferentem” and interpret the disclaimer against the draftsman (seller) unless seller can prove that buyer also intended the exclusion or limitation of seller’s liability.

The disclaimer is “interpreted within the total contractual context” Seller must be careful how he describes the goods to buyer during negotiations or presentation of the goods. If seller’s descriptions are clear enough to constitute guarantees, a court or arbitrator may hold that the disclaimer is inconsistent with the guarantees and disregard the disclaimer.

Thirdly, the disclaimer must be valid according to domestic law. Domestic law may differ at this point, but some guidance can be found in the UNIDROIT Principles Chapter 3 “Validity”.

Chapter VIII: Insurance

VIII.1: General comments
CISG Chapter IV governs “Passing of risk”. In the preceding chapters I have described the risk of defaults from seller and buyer, i.e. the risk of breach of seller’s and buyer’s obligations under the CISG or under their contract. The risk in CISG Chapter IV is the risk of accidental loss of or damage to the goods, i.e. loss of or damage to the goods not attributed to defaults from seller or buyer.

the bailor. The Court found the terms binding to the bailor because the parties had previously dealt with each other and the bailor had previously received information in English on the standard terms.

285 As far as I am concerned this is not the situation in Danish courts only but an expression of general law applicable in most countries.
286 Lookofsky supra p. 502.
287 CISG art 4(a).
VIII.2: CISG art 66 – 70

CISG art 66 – 70 govern the consequences of the passing of risk and the moment when the risk passes. It is impossible for a convention as broad as the CISG to decide a moment for the passing of risk appropriate for all variants of contracts found in international sales of goods. The parties will therefore often have agreed on this moment, either with an express provision in the sales contract, or by referring to an appropriate Incoterm. 288

I will not go into details with the separate provisions in the CISG, but merely use them as a starting point to a description of how seller can protect himself with insurance as long as he bears the risk for the goods.

CISG art 66 defines the consequences of the passing of risk. When the risk has passed to buyer, he must pay the price even though the goods are subsequently lost or damaged unless this is a result of an act or omission from seller. Unless seller has defaulted, he is in a strong position after the passing of risk since it is difficult for buyer to excuse his failure to pay with reference to CISG art 79. 289

CISG art 67 governs the passing of risk in contracts involving carriage. 290 If seller is not bound to hand the goods over at a specific place, the risk passes when seller hands the goods over to the first carrier. The moment of the passing of risk therefore coincides with seller’s delivery of the goods. 291 If seller merely delivers the goods to an intermediary, the risk does not pass at delivery. If seller knows that the goods are handed over to an intermediary instead of the first carrier (or agent for the first carrier), he should incorporate a provision in the sales contract stating that risk passes when the goods are handed over to the intermediary or at an earlier stage. 292

289 Chapter IV. Honnold, however, expresses himself a little bombastically when he states, “no impediment prevents payment of the price.”, supra p. [395].
290 Contracts not involving carriage are governed by CISG art 69. I will not examine the provision in this dissertation.
291 Not in all sales governed by the CISG does seller’s delivery of the goods coincides with the passing of risk.
292 Honnold supra p. [401].
The parties can agree on an earlier moment for the passing of risk than delivery to the first carrier. According to the Incoterm EXW, the risk already passes when seller places the goods at buyer’s disposal at the agreed place of delivery.

If the goods have to be shipped and the parties have agreed on Incoterm FOB, CFR or CIF, the risk first passes when the goods have passed the ship’s rail.

CISG art 67 does not encompass the situation where the goods are carried by seller’s own means of transport, because the goods are then not handed over to a “carrier”.

Especially in contracts involving carriage of the goods at sea, it is important for the parties to insure the goods, because the access to claim damages against the carrier for loss of or damage to the goods is limited according to the Hague-Visby Rules Art IV Rule 5(a).

CISG art 70 provides that buyer – notwithstanding the passing of risk – will still be entitled to the remedies offered by the CISG, if seller has committed a fundamental breach of the contract. Honnold states it in this way: ‘But when - … - the breach is so serious “as to give a right of rejection” (avoidance) the defective delivery to the carrier is not effective to transfer transit risks to the buyer, and his right to reject because of the breach is preserved.’ Therefore, in case of seller’s fundamental breach of contract he cannot reject liability by averring that the risk has passed.

VIII.3: Who should take out cargo insurance?

In some types of insurance it is obvious which party should take out the insurance. Product liability insurance e.g. is only for the benefit of seller and it is obviously seller who takes out this insurance.

With cargo insurance the question of which party should take out the insurance is not so simple as above because both parties benefit from the insurance. Klotz argues that insurance of the goods is an important issue but “usually treated with little or no respect.” It is therefore peculiar that the CISG does not govern which of the parties should take out cargo insurance. This issue is to be agreed upon by the parties themselves. If their sales

293 Chapter V.2. See also Honnold supra p. [403].
294 Honnold supra p. [395] fn. 3. See also Klotz supra p. 195.
295 Honnold supra p. [420].
296 Chapter VIII.5.d.
297 Klotz supra p. 173.
contract refers to the Incoterms, the A3 and B3 clauses allocate the obligation to obtain cargo insurance.\textsuperscript{298} In CIF and CIP sales seller has the obligation to obtain cargo insurance at his own expense.

Honnold mentions some questions the parties should ask themselves when determining who should take out cargo insurance: “Which party is in a better position to evaluate the loss and press a claim against the insurer and to salvage or dispose of damaged goods? Who can insure the good at the least cost? Who is more likely to carry insurance under standard commercial practice? What rules on risk will minimize litigation over negligence in the care and custody of the goods?”\textsuperscript{299}

\textbf{VIII.4: General insurance principles}

In chapters V-VII I have examined how seller can allocate different kinds of risks to buyer. In most sales contracts, however, there will be risks that seller has to bear. Seller can to a great extent insure himself against these remaining or residual risks.

English courts tended to be pacesetters of insurance law, and the English authorities are still valid almost everywhere in the world. General insurance principles can therefore often be sought in English insurance law.

It is a general principle that the insured must have an insurable interest, i.e. that there exists a risk that will cause him a loss or deprive him of a profit if it occurs.\textsuperscript{300} As long as seller has property in the goods or bears the risk for them, he has an insurable interest in the goods.\textsuperscript{301}

Another general principle is that an insurance contract requires the utmost good faith (uberrimae fidei) from both the insurance company (the insurer) and the future insured.\textsuperscript{302} When the future insured proposes being insured, he must disclose all facts material to the

\textsuperscript{298} In some Incoterms neither of the parties have an obligation to take out cargo insurance. Despite not having an obligation to take out insurance it may be in the interest of both parties to take out insurance in any case.

\textsuperscript{299} Honnold supra p. [393].

\textsuperscript{300} Macaura v Northern Assurance Co Ltd [1925] All ER Rep 51. In marine insurance governed by the English Marine Insurance Act 1906 (“The Act”) the requirement of an insurable interest is governed in section 4-15.

\textsuperscript{301} John Birds & Norma J. Hird Birds’ modern insurance law 6\textsuperscript{th} ed. (Thomson, Sweet & Maxwell) p. 56. In Thomas Cheshire & Co v Vaughan Bros & Co (1920) 123 LT 487 exporters of nitrate shipped from South Africa were held to have an insurable interest in the goods.

\textsuperscript{302} For marine insurance governed by the English Marine Insurance Act 1906 this principle is stated in section 17.
risk (also facts known by the future insured’s employees or agents, but not himself\textsuperscript{303}), i.e. facts which may influence an underwriter in assessing the risk and calculating the premium.\textsuperscript{304} Furthermore, the future insured must disclose every change in risk in the period between the proposal form being sent to the insurer and the policy being issued.

If the future insured does not disclose all material facts, the insurer is not bound by the contract.

The issue of the policy can take a long time. When seller has proposed for insurance he should ask his insurance broker to issue a cover note. A cover note is temporary cover pending the issue of the policy. It covers from the moment it is issued on standard terms, as the insurer will incorporate in the policy.

\textbf{VIII.5: Different types of insurances relevant to seller}

\textbf{VIII.5.a: General indemnity insurance}

If seller is covered by general indemnity insurance, he is entitled to claim the economic loss caused by an insured event. He cannot claim more than the loss, even though he is overinsured or the loss is covered by more than one policy.

If seller is covered by more than one policy and each insurer excludes liability if the risk is covered elsewhere, he is still entitled to indemnity if he suffers an economic loss. If nothing is mentioned in the policies, he can claim his loss from each of the insurers. If seller has obtained indemnity from one insurer only, he cannot claim the paid premium back from the other insurer, as they have been at full risk.\textsuperscript{305}

If seller is underinsured the insurer only pays a proportionate share of the loss, i.e. seller will not recover his full loss.

A general indemnity policy is almost always an all risks policy. Notwithstanding the name “all risk”, there may be risks not covered by the policy.

\textsuperscript{303} Carr supra p. 229.
\textsuperscript{304} The principle of “utmost good faith” in relation to disclosure of material facts is not applicable in South Africa in relation to non-marine insurance. It is only applicable in the Anglo-American countries and colonial systems. Scandinavia merely operates with a principle of “good faith” although nothing indicates that this should be a lesser standard than “utmost good faith”, Hare supra p. 693.
\textsuperscript{305} Hare supra p. 680.
VIII.5.b: Marine insurance

Despite the name marine insurance, the general principles on marine insurance are applicable also to other kinds of transport insurance, i.e. transport by air, rail or road. In this section I will only examine seller’s insurable risks when the goods are transported by ship.

The majority of marine insurance policies are issued at Lloyd’s policies. In many countries marine insurance is governed by English law, especially the English Marine Insurance Act 1906, because English law is the only appropriate way to interpret and understand a Lloyd’s policy.

There are different types of marine insurance. Seller can take out a voyage policy covering a specific voyage or he can take out a time policy covering a specific period or he can combine the two types of coverage. In international sales the voyage policy is often used.

Seller can take out a valued or an unvalued policy. An unvalued policy does not specify the value of the goods. The value is first determined if the goods are lost or damaged, but cannot exceed the insured sum. The insured sum is maximum the prime costs, i.e. the price paid to buy the goods or the costs by producing them, plus the expenses of transporting them to the ship. An unvalued policy therefore, does not cover loss of profit.

Loss of profit is covered by a valued policy. A valued policy “specifies the agreed value of the subject-matter insured”. Seller should disclose to the insurer whether his valuation includes a profit. If he does not, there is a risk that this will be deemed as a non-disclosure of a material fact.

306 Marine insurance is an example of indemnity insurance, Hare supra p. 678.
307 Carr supra p. 223. See also Klotz, supra p. 195.
309 The Act art 25(1).
311 The Act art 28.
312 The Act art 16(3).
313 The Act art 27(2).
314 Carr supra p. 226.
Seller must make a genuine estimate of the value of the goods including his profit. An excessive value can be regarded as fraud. Furthermore, the higher the value of the goods, the higher premium will be charged.\textsuperscript{315}

In case of an insured event, the insurer will normally pay the agreed amount as indemnity irrespective of seller’s actual loss provided that seller has not overvalued the goods.\textsuperscript{316}

Seller can take out a floating policy or an open cover. A floating policy describes the insurance in general terms and leaves particulars to be defined later.\textsuperscript{317} The policy is appropriate in instalment sales where more shipments are involved,\textsuperscript{318} but seller and buyer do not know the particulars in the individual shipments at the time the policy is taken out.

An open cover is not a policy, but an arrangement where the insurer first issues policies when required by seller. As seller does not have to take out separate policies for every shipment, this is a cheaper way of insurance.\textsuperscript{319}

Marine insurance based on a Lloyd’s policy will often refer to Institute Cargo Clauses (A), (B) or (C).\textsuperscript{320} The Institute Cargo Clauses represent different covers where version (A) covers the greatest risk, (B) the medium risk and (C) the lowest risk. The difference in cover is reflected in the composition of the Clauses. Institute Cargo Clauses (A) by and large only lists the exclusions, whereas Institute Cargo Clauses (B) and (C) list both the covered risks and the exclusions.

Only Institute Cargo Clauses (A) is an “all risk” policy. Despite the name it does not have an unlimited cover.\textsuperscript{321} Clauses 4-7 in the Institute Cargo Clauses (A) contain express exclusions. Furthermore, an “all risk” policy generally only covers “accidental, fortuitous and unexpected (as opposed to inevitable, natural or expected) loss or damage caused by an insured peril...”.\textsuperscript{322}

\textsuperscript{315} Hare supra p.
\textsuperscript{316} Hare supra p. 679.
\textsuperscript{317} The Act art 29(1).
\textsuperscript{318} Carr supra p. 227.
\textsuperscript{319} Klotz supra p. 196.
\textsuperscript{320} Hare supra p. 709. The Clauses were introduced 1\textsuperscript{st} January 1982.
\textsuperscript{321} Hare therefore calls the name a “misnomer”, supra p. 751.
If seller in the sales contract undertakes to take out insurance of the goods, he must be careful how to draft the undertaking. If seller undertakes to take out “insurance covering the goods against all risks”, this cover is broader than the cover in an “all risks” policy. In the former case the sales contract contemplates insurance against all risks no matter of what nature. In the latter case the policy has a well-defined cover with specific exclusions. The meaning “all risk” has a different meaning between seller and buyer than between insurer and insured.  

In addition to the cover of “all risks of loss of or damage to the subject-matter insured except as provided in Clauses 4,5,6 and 7 below”, the Institute Cargo Clauses (A) covers general average and salvage charges, if the expenses are incurred to avoid or in connection with avoidance of loss caused by perils not excluded in Clauses 4-7. Furthermore, the insurance covers seller’s proportion of liability under contract of affreightment “Both to Blame Collision” Clause. Institute Cargo Clauses (B) and (C) also have the two mentioned additional covers.

Institute Cargo Clauses (B) and (C) list the covered risks. I will not examine the separate risks in this dissertation but refer to Clause 1-3 in both Institute Cargo Clauses. I will only emphasise that the following risks are covered by version (B) but not by version (C):

- earthquake, volcanic eruption or lightning
- entry of sea, lake, or river water into vessel, craft, hold, conveyance, container, lift-van, or place of storage
- total loss of any package lost overboard or dropped during loading or unloading from vessel or craft.

In English insurance practise it is a general rule that the “subject-matter insured” does not include packing materials, unless the underwriters have stated this in the policy with clear wording. However, there are cases that apparently do not comply with this rule. In Brown Com.Cas. 247 judge Sumner held that the expression “all risks” “…covers a risk, not certainty;” referred in Hudson supra p. 10-11.

Clause 1.

If English law applies to the policy, the terms “general average” and “salvage charges” are defined in art 65 and 66 in the The Act.
The subject-matter insured was “228 cases whiskey”. The straw, in which the bottles were packed, got wet during transit and damaged the labels on the bottles. The judge held that the straw was part of the subject-matter insured.

The Institute Cargo Clauses (A), (B) and (C) contain the same exclusion clauses: the General Exclusion Clause, the Unseaworthiness and Unfitness Exclusion Clause, the War Exclusion Clause and the Strikes Exclusion Clause. There are, however, differences between the Clauses. The General Exclusion Clause in Institute Cargo Clauses (A) does not exclude deliberate damage to or deliberate destruction of the subject-matter insured or any part thereof by the wrongful act of any person(s) as Institute Cargo Clauses (B) and (C) do. Seller insured by Institute Cargo Clauses (B) or (C) can for an additional premium obtain cover for these perils by separate clauses, e.g. by Institute Malicious Damage Clause.

The War Exclusion Clause in Institute Cargo Clauses (A) does not include piracy as Institute Cargo Clause (B) and (C) do. Seller insured by Institute Cargo Clauses (A) is therefore insured against piracy.

For an additional premium seller can obtain insurance against war and strikes risks, e.g. by Institute War Clauses (Cargo) and Institute Strikes Clauses (Cargo).

The duration of cover is determined in the Transit Clause in all three Institute Cargo Clauses. The Transit Clause provides cover for pre- and post shipment risks. The Clauses, however, must be read in conjunction with the Termination of Contract of Carriage Clause and the Change of Voyage Clause to get the full picture of the duration of cover.

If seller and buyer have agreed on the Incoterms CIF or CIP, seller has an obligation to obtain cargo insurance at his own expense for the benefit of buyer. According to A3 in both terms, the insurance must be in accordance with the minimum cover provided by Institute Cargo Clauses (C). If buyer wants additional cover, e.g. cover against war risk, he must inform seller accordingly and seller must then, if possible, provide such insurance at buyer’s expense.

---

326 (1902) 7 Com.Cas. 245, referred in Hudson supra p. 12.
327 The Institute War Clauses (Cargo) excludes cover of piracy.
328 Clause 8.1 in Institute Cargo Clauses (A), (B) and (C).
329 Clause 9
330 Clause 10
Seller can allocate his expenses by obtaining cargo insurance to buyer by an increased price for the goods. However, if the general market rate on insurance increases after the conclusion of the sales contract, the increased premium is seller’s risk. To limit the risk of increased market rates seller can incorporate a provision in the sales contract stating that buyer bears the risk of subsequent increases in the market rate.

VIII.5.c: Life and accident insurance
Seller’s business can suffer serious damage if seller loses a key employee who has played a crucial role in the sale of seller’s products. In the business world it is common to take out insurance on the life of a key employee (a “key person policy”). To take out a key person policy, seller must have an insurable interest in the key person’s life at the time the policy is issued. If the key person dies or is injured after he has left seller’s company, seller may still be entitled to indemnity because he had an insurable interest at the time the policy was issued. However, life policies are renewable every year and seller cannot renew a key person policy if the key person has left the company, because seller then no longer has an insurable interest in that person.

VIII.5.d: Other specialised types of insurance
In line with the progress in international sales, the insurance market has developed new and more specialised products. A browse through websites from different insurance companies gives a good picture of to what considerable extent seller can insure his interests. Below I will mention some of the more special insurance types that can be relevant for a seller.

Product liability insurance:
A common type of insurance appropriate for sellers of goods is the product liability insurance. The insurance covers seller’s legal liability for damage to third parties – death or bodily injury and/or loss of or damage to material property - caused by seller’s goods. In most countries product liability is governed by statutes that impose strict liability on seller. In Denmark, for instance, seller is legally liable for damages caused by a defected product regardless of any fault on his side.

331 Dalby v India and London Life Assurance Co (1854) 139 ER 465.
Product liability insurances offer varied covers. Seller should consult an insurance broker specialised in product liability to get advice on what cover is appropriate for seller’s business.

**Recall insurance:** Seller’s delivery of defective products can have serious consequences for seller’s business. In addition to excessive costs by recalling the products seller risks that important business relationships lose confidence in seller’s products and stop dealing with him.

Product liability insurance seldom covers seller’s costs incurred by inspecting the goods, recalling them from buyer or destroying them. These costs are covered by recall insurance. In addition, most recall insurers offer optional cover for e.g. rehabilitation expenses to re-store or repair the products for intended sales levels and loss of net or gross profit. Often cover is limited to a specific period after the discovery of the defective product. Furthermore, most insurers offer seller assistance and guidance in how to recall and how to re-establish the market’s confidence in seller’s product.

**Contaminated products insurance:** Food, beverages, tobacco, cosmetics and pharmaceuticals etc. intended for use by consumers can be contaminated so they are useless for their intended purpose – they can even become harmful to one’s health. Cases of contaminated consumer products often attract the media’s interest with serious consequences for seller, because the market may lose confidence in seller’s products generally.

Contaminated product insurers normally cover recall costs, costs incurred by business interruption, rehabilitation costs and consultancy costs caused by either accidental or malicious contamination. They normally also provide specialists consultants who help seller with crisis management planning and loss prevention.

Whether an insurer will take out insurance for seller and to what premium depends on an evaluation of seller’s place of business, product type and packaging, previous incidents, crisis management/recall plans and quality control.

---

**Business interruption:**
Business interruption insurance covers seller’s loss caused by interruption of or interference with his business in consequence of damage on the premises. The insurance normally covers seller’s loss of gross profit due to a reduction in turnover. Moreover, it covers seller’s increased costs of working, provided that the costs are necessary and reasonable for avoiding or limiting the reduction in turnover. Furthermore, the insurance can offer cover for fines or penalties for breach of contract.

**Fidelity insurance:**
A more specialised type of insurance not directly aimed at sellers is the fidelity insurance. In short, fidelity insurance covers seller against direct economic loss caused by fraudulent or dishonest acts committed by seller’s employee/employees. A condition for cover is that seller’s employee(s) had the intent either to cause seller a financial loss or to obtain financial benefit for himself or other persons.

Most business people do not like to talk about their fidelity insurance because it can be seen as an expression of lack of control of the employees. Moreover, far from all cases are investigated by the police and brought to court. Many employers prefer the employee to confess their guilt so it is unnecessary to take the unpleasant further step and report the case to the police. Therefore, not many cases are published.

**Chapter IX: Conclusion**

Even though the CISG is meant as gap filler where the parties have not agreed otherwise in their individual sales contract, the Convention leaves much to interpretation. Just the number of cases involving disputes on the CISG shows that the Convention is not altogether clear.

I have tried to describe the most relevant risks to a seller involved in international sales governed by the CISG and how he can reduce or eliminate most of these risks.

It might seem obvious that seller merely eliminates all his risks by exclusion clauses only limited by the rules on validity of disclaimers. The picture is, however, not that simple.
Seller might not be aware of all the risks imposed on him. International sales contracts can be complex and can be entered into under pressure of time constraints. In this dissertation I have tried to draw seller’s attention to some of the more common risks.

Furthermore, as a wise businessman once said, “there is no free lunch”. The more clauses whereby seller tries to allocate risks to buyer, the more it will affect the price; and the more risks are covered by insurance, the higher premium seller must pay.

Many factors play a role when seller drafts his contract with buyer (if he doesn’t use a standard form). In contracts where seller and buyer have known each other through a long business relationship, they will likely show each other more trust and reduce the number of boilerplates compared to contracts where seller and buyer are unknown to each other.

It is difficult to give specific advice on exactly what clauses seller should incorporate in the sales contract, as this depends on the contract and the business relationship with buyer; and seller should remember that he is not the only party in the sales contract: what reduces seller’s risks, increases the risks for buyer and buyer will likely want some other clauses than seller. My dissertation is more meant as a guideline to a seller with ideas as to how he can protect himself. The final result of the negotiations is, of course, up to the parties themselves.
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